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IN DANGER
MAHONE
lease me just before ' the supreme
"WASTING TIME," WEEKS
16.
court was to pass on, my habeas corMarch,
Charles
E.
Chicago,
March 16. 'They are
Washington,
'
pus suit?''
Mahoney, vice rtesident of the Westfiddling away while Romo is burn
"Mother" Jones gave her version of
ern Federation fcf Miners, who was
Ing," said Senator Weeks, republican
several events preceding her . arrest
operated on here a week ago for ap
of Massachusetts, today, after'a con
She said the day Score the Forbes
pendices, still isj weak and in danger
ference with President Wilson In
battle a man came to her room at a
of complications, according to his phywhich he declared the New Haven
Trinidad hotel and told her the guards
j
sicians,
railroad conferees with the department
were preparing to raid the tent col5
justice were wasting time and that
onies.
executive Influence was mquired to
NO ANNOUNCEMENT
SOON
"I supposed, of course, the Ludlow
bring them together promptly.
March
16.
is
There
Washington,
IS colony would be selected for the first THE PRESIDENT COMMENTS ON
WOMAN STRIKE AGITATOR
EUGENIO CHAVEZ IS KILLED AND
It was understood that the senators FRANK V. JOHNSON- OF TECART.fc
said to be no prospect of announceattack," she added. "So 1 secured
BRITISH
AMBASSADOR'S
TAKEN TO DENVER BY
DIEGO
GARCIA
made
IS
BADLY
representations to the president
,
CALIF., MEETS A HORRIBLE
ment
reserve
cities
of
under the new
an automobile and hurried to Ludlow.
that he call in Attoney General Mc- LONDON SPEECH
THE MILITIA
WOUNDED
I told them to set guards and to put
FATE
t
banking act before April i, at theear-lies- t
Reynolds, Governor Walsh bfMassa-ohusetts-,
The same statement applies to
the women and children in a place of
Chairman Howard Elliott ot
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federal
reserve
I
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went to Aguilar.
personnel
EXPRESSED EIGHT SENTIMENT
HAD BEEN A PRISONER safety. Then
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the
New
ACCUSED
Haven and T. W. Gregory, OSYEEiTCENT INVESTIGATES
board.
MARTINEZ
Forbes was the place where the first
counsel
for the department of
special
'
attack was made."
to bring about an agreement.
IN JANUARY SHE WAS ARRESTED
On January 4, "Mother" Jones de OFFICIAL'S UTTERANCES DID NOT
HE FIRED, IT IS ASSERTED, IN AN justice
SECRETARY BRYAN ORDERS TH2
SIR JOHN MURRAY KILLED
Trini
PUT AMERICA IN BAD
clared, she was deported.
IN TRINIDAD AFTER HER
EFFORT TO PROTECT FERMI
MATTER PROBED TO THE
j
London, .March 16. Sir John MurARE
'
duties
reduced
dad. She had jiiBt come froiii El Paso,
LIGHT
FIRST EXILE
NIA AMADOR'S HOME
ray, the celebrated naturalist
and
i
BOTTOM
March
16. It was
Man.,
Winnipeg,
where she said she talked with Fran
ocean geographer of Edinburgh, was
reported here today that the Canadian
cisco Villa and other constitutionalist
killed today in a motor car accident,
government, when the annual budget
SEE SAYS SHE WILL RETURN leader. On January is, the date of WILL GO Tfl THE SENATE His daughter was seriously
C;,E LliLLET WINED EOTfl speech Is delivered this- - month In Otr CAEBANZA
KEYED
K3T
injured.
hor return to Trinidad, she was ar
will
announce
rea
tawa,
substantial
rested by the militia and confined in
THAT BODY RECENTLY DEMAND
WILL GO BACK TO COLORADO San Rafael
THE MEN WERE ENGAGED IN EF duction in duties on agricultural im- THIS COUNTRY CONTINUES
TO
hospital, where she was
ED THE COMPLETE TEXT
COAL FIELDS TO ENCOURplements. It Is understood the duty on
held prisoner incommunicado until
FORT
TO GET INTO THE
IN BEHALF OF FOFC
SPEAK
i
i
binders, reapers and mowers will be
!
AGE STRIKERS'
her removal last night
OF THE ADDRESS
.
EICN CITIZENS
HOUSE, IT IS STATED
TODAY IN CONGRESS
reduced from 17 to 10 per cent and
She said he had been well treated
1
I
a corresponding cut made in duties Iv
in the hospital, but that she suffered
Denver, March 16. That she was
Washington, March 16. Ambassa
G.
lti
March
farm
Colo.,
Trinidad,
Washington, March
Eugenlo
acimplements. Strong pressure is
Secretary
from the close confinement, being
dor Page's, explanation of hhi London
deported from Trinidad, that she
ofiicial
is
ordered
inves16.
an
March
shot
to
bear on the govern- Bryan today
Washinton,
dead,
Senate; Met Chavez, aged 25,
through being brought
much
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time
to
of
customed
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never was asked to see the governor,
speech touching on the Monroe doc at noon.
Frank.
to
V
death
the
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ment
of
the
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a
make
Diego
of
abdomen,
aged
tigation
cent
Carcla,
duty
per
trine and the Panama tolls repeal is
that she was accompanied to Denver in the. open air.
at
27, is seriously Injured with a bullet on all farm Implements.
summoned
committee
Presipostmaster
Lobby
reducTecarte,
Johnson,
The
Cat,
boclosed
conference
The
shortly
by militia offices, taicen to a hotel
satisfactory to President Wilson, who dent Bowles of the Fore River Ship- wound in his body, as the result of a tion If
ratified, will go Into effect who was Wiled and burned by Mexand was not told whether she had fore 2 o'clock. According to the gov regards the incident closed so far as
to testify about al- shooting that took place at the board- by April 1, and will greatly encourag!! icans Saturday night while defending
two hours' session
company
building
most
of
ernor
the
been, released, and that she expects
the administration is concerned. When
the Panama tolls ex- ing house of Fermlnia Amador at Del- the sale of United States implements his property.
Military authorities
to return to the strike zone soon, was was consumed by Hawkins arguing a full report of the speech Is received leged lobbying for
from Fort Rosecrans already are in;
agua late yesterday. The dead and in western Canada!
con
emption.
The
governor
the substance cf a statement made points of Tights.
it will be forwarded to the senate,
miners. 7 '
Rural credit committee 'continued wounded are
vestigating. The killing occurred oui
firmed General Chase's version of which asked for it in a resolution
by
today by "Mother" Jones, noted strike
American soil and it is said by ofi'.- was
Is said, by
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it
Jones
was
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shooting
done,
taking
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brought
why
who
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Chamberlain.
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been a military
leader,
Andres Martinez iased 33, a non
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House: Met at noon.
Pittsburgh, Pa., ' Xiarch 16. Judge cials-herat San Rafael hospital In Trini- Denver.
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dad since January 12.
that any agitation over Mr. Page's
None of. the foreign go ve.rn merits to
with a rifle through the door of the d istrict court here' today, issued an
Sent Away Quietly
Her statement was given to a group
reference was caused by a misunder- bill.
order authorizing the receivers "to eel! whom Secretary Bryan, transmitte !
when
men
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16. "Mother"
house
Mar.
ihs
Colo.,
boarding
Trinidad,
of newspaper men at the conclusion
standing of what the ambassador said
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1ms "been a. military pris
them away. Martinez Is antee icompany April 15. Hillery B. on the right of American consuls t'
had
who
leader
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kins, attorney for the United Mine
ASHUnST underordered
arrest and in the county jail. Bruno was named as master to con- look after foreigners in Mexico ha
Workers of America. Immediately oner in San. Rafael hospital here since rectly stated the situation. The presiFour others are held by the military duct the sale and approve claims made any response..
thereafter she left for the state house January 12,; was put, aboard a train dent is satisfied that Mr. Page referragainst the corporation. The. Ameriauthorities as witnesses.
Secretary Bryan declined to com
to call upon Governor B. M. Amnions; .quietly inst 'tight and sent out of the ed to the Panama repeal as "not to
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and
the
work
latter
departure please England," instead of "not
Chavez,
strike,
General Chase stated that "Mother'1
ing at Berwind, came to the boarding pany, a $2U,uimi,wu enterprise own- ken to be significant of his purpose
Jones will be rearrested whenever she became known early today. She went merely to please England."
authorities
The
to
house shortly before 11 o'clock last ing water distribution, plants la a that the secretary states he will conDenver.
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to
utmost
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"Mother" Jones was put upon an
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FORCING
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did not live there. The women who south, became .(involved in financial intervene to protect foreigners in ti.
Atchison, Toneka & Santa Fe train remove "Mother" Jones. She
Washington, March. 16. Former
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local
here
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at
rested
conducts the place called Martinez and ditilculfies when-- the
January
last night, arriving in Denver early
Rear Admiral F.
.Bowles,; president
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him
told;
to
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"Admiral Fletcher feportfi ev"
order
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She
of
River
the Fore
today.
accompanied by
Shipbuilding
March.. 1
did and the men;1 refused to go, Julv.
.Colonel W, A. Davis of the Colorado tha district the week previous and
oryrhin j quint, at Vera Craz and Tsr at Qiiincy, Mass., has been sum- of Washington,' some
au imme it is slated.
telegrams,
told not to return. Since her confine- moned to
Opening the door MarNational Guard.
testify Wednesday before diate action on the urging
.
AGED MAN DIES
;
woman
cffoi-tsmade
have
been
suffrage tinez is alleged to have blazed away
ment
several
"Mother" Jones declared that the
the senate lobby committee about a
amendment
Mo., March 10. Henry
constitutional
and others at the Intruders. The bullet
Liberal,
to
secure
release.
her
'
No Fight at Torrecn
a
contract C. W. Deknight,
Washingpassed
state) bought the ticket on which Bhe
115 years old, ofed at his
for
until
after
Dorman,
the
appealing
delay
El Paso, Tex., March IS. There has
came to Denver. She declared she inton lawyer, claims to have had with
through the body of Garcia and struck
home here today. He served In both been no
national woman's suffrage demonstra- Chavez in a vital
John D. was in It
important! "fighting fit Tor-reothe company to. work for the Panama
tended returning to Trinidad to deplace. Garcia may the Mexican and civil war.
a
on
2
senate
tion
the
la
May
put
Family
A Chihuahua cispatch from V
recover.
Washington, March 16. John D. tolls exemption.
mand her mail, explaining that none
records showed that he wa3 born in Associated Press
quandary today. Senator Ashurt, askhad been, delievered to her during Rockefeller's connection witn. the Colo.correspondent last
Steuben
to
to
ed
he
county, New York, January night said the situation vna quiet exwhether
say
proposed
her detention She stated that she rado Fuel and Iron company, which
10, 1799.
cept for the orderly movement of
received .considerate treatment at the figured dn the Colorado coal strike, I1BS. O'BELl TRIED TO have a vote, insisted that Senator INTERSTATE TRADE
Coloradotlwas in charge of
Thomas
of
rebel troops in the direction of th'- of
the
a
discussed
at
will
be
had
suffered from her
meeting
hospital but
SPECTATORS ARE BARRED
the question. He was out of town,
selected batte field, and a
robe!
house mines subcommittee Friday,
confinement
BILL IS COMPLETED
Terre Haute, Ind., March 16. Spec official talked directly withhigh
IMPERSONATE HEIRESS "If we vote and the resolution fails
General
In a conference with, the governor with a view to determining whether
tators were locked in the court room Villa
of the necessary
majority,
from, Juarez last night, at the
were his secretary, Claude W. Fair-chil- Mr. Rockefeller shall be asked to tesat the opening day of the trial of
will
senator
it
fail
no
doubts
that
requase of newspaper men, and Viiia
"Mother" Jones, John Lawfion; tify or whether a deposition shall be SHE IS HELD IN LOS ANGELES ON
PRE- Mayor Don M. Roberts, on charges
SUBCOMMITTEE
some of these good women will feel HOUSE
denied that" there was any basis for
John' McLennan, union officials, and taken. Mitchell will testify in a few
PARES A DRAFT FOR SUBA CHARGE OF SUSPICIOUS
of conspiracy to corrupt elections. All a battle
causa
their
been
that
has
by
betrayed
story.
Horace N. Hawkins.
days before the subcommittee which
MISSION TO WILSON
were searched for weapons as they
CONDUCT
precipitating action," said Mr. Ash-ursTelegrams were sent to M. D. Pos- investigated the Michigan copper
entered the court room.
"If I thought a single vote could
Brldge Burners Caught
f
ter, chairman of the house committee strike.
Washington, March 16. With the
Los Angeles, Cal, March 16. Detain be gained by the delay I would take
Naco, Sonora, Mex., March 18. Conon mines, and Representative Edward
Representative Keating of Colorado, ed on a general charge of suspicion, a decided stand for that action. I revised interstate trade commission
ALLERTON'S WILL FILED
stitutionalist troops sent from her3
Keating of Colorado by John Lawson In a statement today, proposed that Mrs. Ella Splawn-Mille- r
O'Dell, the don't believe so, however, and my po- bill completed by the subcommittee
March 16. The- .will-othe and Nogales were reported today (.-Chicago,
a
establish
the
federal
the
incidents
of
"Mother"
government
recounting
young woman who created a sensation sition is that I am willing to vote of the house' interstate cgmmerce; ate Samuel W. AHertou, pioneer have surrounded the party of federal;',
Jones being brought to Denver.
standard of mining operation and exthat she was Dorothy Ar- now, but would prefer to vote in committee to the satisfaction, of the packer, capitalist and many times which destroyed the bridges on Us a
After her conference with Hawkins clude from interstate commerce all by claiming
administration, President Wilson turn- millionaire, was filed in the probate Cananea railroad. Rebel
nold, the New, York society girl who May."
,;'; :.i'-.- on
'Mother" Jones was visited by John; mine products not produced under that
It wasi finally agreed to postpone ed his attention today to consideration court today, disposing of his large the border expected to hear of their
vanished from the. home cf her father,
Col-"
and'
Lawaon
anti-trustandard.
John McLenan,
,IL
of the'
pro- holdings in real estate and stocks.
Francis R. Arnold, in 1910, fwas heldta debate today until Senator Thomas' of the phases
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capture and execution at pry t;.. .
'
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return.
while
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other
man,
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traveling on a streetcar from the
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interlocking, directorates,
condition.
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unions from the operation of the proBELIEVES THE BEAR IS ENDEAVInduced
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away, in many cases stolen, till only
a splendid throne surrounded by a
dragon screen, such as is to be
seen only in the Forbidden City, remains.
Huge pieces q! the carved
.have
been lacked off the
marble
i
n
altar and the temple. Much of the
wrecking has been done b foreigners
but not all; the Chinese themselves
are to some extent guilty.
The place has been almost totally
CONFUCIANISM NOT .THE STATE neglected since the Nanking govern- LONDON HEARS OF MANY AMER
ment proclaimed the republic.
The
RELIGION, IT IS OFFICIAL,
ICANS SWINDLED BY PROMyoung republicans were ashamed of
LY ANNOUNCED
ISE OF FORTUNE
many1 things that differed from things
Peking, March 16. Accompanying of the western world, Manchu cosLondon, March 16 The missing es
(he mandates which nave just been tumes, customs and even historic tate swindle is evidently again being
promulgated prescribing the worship places. The temple and Altar of worked extensively in the United
of Heaven and Confucius by the presi- Heaven came under the ban.
States. The embassy here is over-
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The place has never been restricted
to the presence, of the court only; foreigners and some cninese had been
permitted to visit even in Manchu
But since the republic was
days.
proclaimed it has become a eort of
public park, and considered a relic
of the dynasty that has past, Nor
Would It be fair to give the Impression that the vandalism and the. lack
of care have come entirely with the
The - Manchus also were
republic.
negligent. They took, Indeed, little
care of the grounds, an.d only once a
year was the enclosure put in order
for the emperor's visit
Now, under Yuan Shi Kal if he
is permitted to fulrril h! project
this historical place of worship is
likely to be kept in order and renewed
It is
where it has been wrecked.
well known that the present president
is a protector of China's monuments
and works of art Since he has come
to dictatorial powers orders have
been issued on several occasions tending to protect and preserve historical
places, monuments and treasures.
It is also noticeable in the winter
palace, which he occupies, that what
is known as "smartness" has taken
the place of wreckage, dirt and decay. Fresh paint has covered the
buildings which had not been refresh
ed since the death of the renowned
empress dowager; weeds have been
rooted up and replaced by flowers;
uniformed soldiers have taken the
place of eunuchs, and servants with
clean linen gowns- - have displaced
'
v
filthy ones,
Not all the tTltrcrsnror.the presi
dent's present action Is hostile. Con
fueianists, of course, are generally
pleased. For, besides the worship of
Heaven, the president and certain
government officials will burn in
cense and offer sacrifices m the tern
pie of literature twice a year to the
spirit of Confucius.
'
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gestion, dysepsia, gas heartburn and
sourness, in five minutes that just
the
that makes Pape's Diapepsin
largest selling' stomach regulator in
the world. If what you eat ferments
fnto stubborn lumps, you belch gas
and eructate sour, undigested food
and acid; head is dizzy and aches;
breath foul;, tongue coated; your In- sides filled with bile and indigestible
waste, remember, the moment "Pape's
Diapepsin''. colnes in contact with the
stomach all such distress vanishes.
It's truly astonishing almost marvel
ous, and the Joy Is its harmlessness.
case of Pape's Dia
A large
pepsin will give you a hundred dol
lars' worth of satisfaction or your
druggist hands you your, money back
It's worth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs in your
home should always be kept handy
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night It's the
Quickest surest and most harmless
stomach doctor In the world Adv.
nt

VICE PRESIDENT TO SPEAK
Hart ford, Conn.; March 16. Thomas
rtlley Marshall, vice president of the
United States, is to be the chief
speaker ,here tomorrow night at the
annual banquet of the Friendly Sons
of St. Patrick. Other speakers will be
John Burke, United States treasurer;
Governor Baldwin of Connecticut,
Mayor Cheney of Hartford and Con
pressman Joseph II, Lawler.
AN

OVERBURDENED

WIFE

If the work that women do and the
pains thev suffer could be measured
in figures, what a terrible array they
would present!
Through
girlhood,
wifehood and motherhood woman toils
on. often suffering with backache,
nains in tilde, headaches and nervousness which are tell-talsymptoms of
r iLrfi ic d i mui Pints which Lydia E.
ri
Compound
uius
un- S)iidfrwa root's and hcrb-fa- n
who
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Open-

ing Sale Continues
all this Week
PRING

f
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most welcome

these delightful new garm- ents we are showing The

very cream of the Great
Eastern Markets, Our Ready

to-we- ar

buyer spends four" months
out of each year in New York
always on the alert for that which
will please those who are discrim'
mating in what they wear, and
when a garment is bought at
Rosenwalds, you may be sure that

it is correct in style, color and
price, Below are a few items for
this week's selling you cannot
afford to miss.
Copyriflit 1914 The H. Black Co.

Lingerie Waists

Novelty Lawn
Waists

In some cnarming effects,
made of crepes, lawns and
dimities, both high and low
neck, long and short sleeyes,
some are plain tailored, some
embroidered, lace trluuiibu
and grilled, others come in
the new vest effect; all are
$1.25
extra values at

$3.00 Petticoats
$2.23

Silk and Cotton

Petticoats

Made of good grade
in three different,
char-irteus-

made of a silk and cotton
brocade with double pleated
flounce, in all colors. These
Petticoats were bought especially for this Spring
$1.48
Opening Sale

in a large number of attractive models. These are made
of a fine quality lawn and
many are hand embroidered.
Price $1.75 to
$6.00

stj'les,

accordeon

e,

pleated

flounce, and a wide range
of colors, to match any
colon? of dress. A -- are value

at -

-

-

$2.25

j
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order'roally does' overcome

Our Spring

m

Last year when one of these swindlers persuaded a number of alleged
descendants in America that the estate 'of their ancestor Sir Francis
Drake was ready for distribution by
the court of chancery, the swindle
was widely exposed by the American
newspapers, with the result that the
Inquiries practically ceased until with
in the past fevt, weeks.

Mrs. Scott, mother of Captain Scott
who lost his life in returning from
the South Pole, has been offered one.
of the apartments in Hampton court
IN
DIAPEPSIN1"
TIME "PAPE'S
palace. These are at the disposal of
FIVE MINUTES ALL STOMACH
the king, who usually grants them to
Gays:
MISERY IS GONE
widows of men who havo distinguish"L the president, am aware that
in ed themselves in national service. Al
stomachs
bad'
does"
put
"Really
the ceremony of sacrtrice offering to

Heaven has been held in great reverence since remote, tunes aud. preserved by the government of China
through successive ages. For: the
people to fast and 'cleanse themselves,' and pay profound respect to
the Diety, is rational; and no clause
lias ever existed in the institutions of
the country prohibiting or restricting
thisi observance. I hereby order that
the sacrifice offering to Heaven shall
be made a universal ceremony. The
recommendations gt the administrative council regarding the place and
time of sacrifice are hereby approved.
The ministry Qt the interior is ordered to collect opinions of renowned
authorities and decide upon the. special designs for the ceremonial hat
and costume, the character of the
ceremony, the articles to. be used, etc.,
and to submit them for. consideration
nd approval,"
- The place chosen for this worship
on the part of the president rs tne
famous Altar pf Heaven, whore the
emperors of succeeding dynasties have
knelt and offered thanks and supplications to the open skies. The altar
is a vast circular marble dais, or rath'
er, a series of daises rising one Uxn
another, the center circle, where Uie
emperor formerly knelt as Son of
Heaven and mediator between his
people and the Dtety, being considered in former days the center of the
.
universe.
On two sides of the altar are rows
of huge open, furnaces of wrought
iron, and a larger one of masonry
where the ox Ib sacrificed. It has
' been several years sines tho emperor
baa bowed upon the altar in person;
and it la not planned that the president tlmll perform the ceremony until
the winter solstice in Deceisber iixt,

1914.

Q

whelmed with letters from American
"heirs" asking how best to secure es
tates due them. Some letters indicate
that victims were induced to part with
all their property to pay expenses of
psuedo representatives of the chancery icourt.
Ten years ago the state department
at Washington received so many requests about missing estates in chancery that a special investigation was
made .by Henry White, then first sec- rotary of the American embassy here.
He reported that it would be practic
to
ally impossible for any American
court
of
the
from
secure an estate
snowea
The
i""
report
chancery.
the large estates constantly spoken of
as "dormant in chancery" or 'await
ing claimants in the Bank of England" were purely imaginary, and
usually the invention of swindlers,
who obtain money for the prosecution
oi! claims to fictitious fortunes.
The funds in chancery . open' to
claim are few, averaging less than
only approaching
$1,800 each,, two
$75,000, and most of them inevitably
would consume their own value In the
expenses of recovery. The fullest
proofs of genealogy are demanded,
and in the case of Americans such
Even
proofs are almost impossible.
the clearest claims are usually barred by the statute of limitations.
About the time of this report the inquiries became so heavy that they
overloaded the correspondence of the
embassy, and a printed form of reply was adopted and this is in use
today.

16,
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dent and certain provincial officials,
there Is one explaining that this does
not menu that China has adopted a
state religion. The documents attract
wide Interest because of the long controversy to which they come as at
least a temporary termination. They
are taken as a declaration og the part
Of the president and wlilld Ills government Intend to worship in the
way that Chinese governments have
been worshipping for centuries, it
will not interfere with the religions
of those who believe in worship in
another form. The mandates read In
part as follows:
liberty Is observed
"Religious
throughout the world. Our republic
Is composed of five races, Chinese,
Manchus, Mongolians, Mohammedans
and Thibetans; and their historical
traditions differ. Their religious beliefs are difficult, therefore, to unify.
It would not be easy to adopt a state
religion, for such a step would be
contrary to the wishes of the people.
But (sacrifices offered at the proper
seasons to the ancient saints and
sages, as prescribed in the laws of
the Chlng dynasty, did not touch the
question of religion. Since they are
not in conflict wrth a republican
form of government they should be
continued as a token of respect on
the part of the succeeding generations. It will become generally known
that the ceremonies now presciibed
are performed, and there is danger
that the ceremonies will be construed
as the beginning of the establishment
of a national religion. It is therefore
necessary to make known the principle': which, prompted the restoration
of the ancient rites, and to siata that
they are In response to the wishes of
the majority to express their reverence and veneration for the saints
and sages and to preserve the tradi
tions of thousands of years. The
choice of religion is still left to the
people. This is according; to the liberty guaranteed by the constitution
and in accord with the practice of
the world. This order Is issued to
avert possible misunderstanding and
suspicion."
In promulgating the decision of the
administrative! council, the president,
after repeating the council's report,
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though the apartments are finely ap
pointed, they are not always a delight
to those to whom the king offers them
rent free. It is customary for the
tenants to pay the rates and taxes,
which amount to something like $300
a year. For this price a fairly good
cottage cau be obtained in the vicin
ity, Hampton Court has its disadvantages, among them gossip and misun
derstandings, as the life is somewhat
like that of a community. Many of the
apartments also are very high up and
have no elevators. This inconvenience
is not altogether met by a basket on
the end of a string let down to the
postman or tradesman. On the other
hand, the rooms are very beautiful
and the tenants have the use of the
gardens in the early morning before
the crowds of visitors arrive.
P. Amaury Talbot of the Nigerian
political service, who has traveled
much through Africa studying the va
rious tribes, says the IbiMos, natives
of Southern Nigeria, who are of such
a low type that they are called "mud
fish," rank among the most ancient
of Southern Nigerian tribes, and speak
different dialects of a very old and
primitive tongue.
Witch doctors dominate the life of
the race. As a protection against farm
thefts, certain spells are recited over
the long hoe used for breaking up
the ground, and a "medicine" poured
over it, after which 1t is given back
to its owner to be hung up in some
conspicuous ,place on the plantation.
No sooner does the thief creep over
the boundary, than the magic Ijob
springs to his hand. Unconsciously
his fingers clasp IheniHelOs around
the haft. He is bent down by a
power there is no resisting, and finds
himself forced against his will to hoe
and hoe.
Not for a moment can he oause,
even to straighten his back, so. long
as a single weed remains on the farm,
a sinkle yam needs banking or a single clod would be the better for break-in- .
r
'con8o long must the
tinue to work for the man be had in- tritdi ,1 to rob. Only when the owner
evil-doe-
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arrives on the scene, Bhould he so oyster to changes In Its surroundings been keeping in close touch with the
leaders at Westminster. ,
provided this takes place slowly
wish, can the magic hoe be released
The general opinion is that Mr. Balfrom the hand of the thief. It is not is very great, a fact that augurs wett
four shares King George's view that
said whether the magic has ever for the success of oyster farming.
some compromise should be arrived
worked.
prevail.
at and this will go a long way toward
Quaint burial customs
Slaves are frequently sacrificed at the
Arthur Balfour, once prime minis- bringing the extreme unionists into
death of a chief and buried with him. ter and also formerly unionist leader line. As it is, the large majority of
Until prohibited by the government in the house of commons, Is to take the party desire a settlement but diffichiefs were buried in their houses a very prominent part in the negotia culty has been found In inducing the
with strange ritual and sacrifice. A tions for the settlement of the Irish Ulsterites and the English "diehards"
burial chamber was prepared; under- question. He acquired a very exten- to come around to the same view.
neath one of the rooms, and in this sive knowledge of the situation during When Mr. Balfour speaks, especially
the chief's body was placed. His best his term as chief secretary for Ireland, if it is thought that he expresses the
loved wife and two of the most beauti- and he has had experience in the wishes of the king, these lrreconcl-lahleful of his slaves entered the room handling of delicate political probwill follow him. While Mr.
and seated themselves at a table op- lems, not the least of which was that Balfour has attacked the home rule
posite their lord. After same cere- arising over the split in the unionist bill from -- every angle and has refermonial all but the women withdrew, party over tariff reform.
red to It as "lopsided federalism" not
the chamber was sealed up, and the
When an agreement on the Irish once has he referred to the Ulster
unfortunate women were left to a lin- question was first mooted
last year threat of revolution of Ulster's general
gering death.
Bouar Law, the present unionist opposition to any form of home rule;
leader, immediately called Mr. Balfour
A petition, in favor of the Plumage to his
A pain In the side or back that
assistance. Soon after the opencatches you when you straighten up
bill to be presented to the house of ing of parliament Mr. Balfour
had a call" for a rubbing
application of BALcommons has been signed by 21,585 long audience with
the king and ha3 LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
persons who visited; the Bjrd court
of the exhibition of Australian manu
facturers last fall. ,So strong is Aus- n
tralian opinion in favor of the bill
that it is stated in official circles that
CAPITAL PAID IN
had 'the petition been circulated pubioo,ooo.oo
A
licly It would undoubtedly have been
signed by 95 per cent of the popula
s.
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the contracted muscles and permits

motion without suffering or inconvenience.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.
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breach of promise suit
brought by Miss Mary Sullivan of
Needham, Mass., against John Bross
Lloyd, a young Csicago millionaire,
was called in court here today, but
owing to the fact that the defendant
is traveling abroad It is expected the
trial of the case will go over until
summer. Lloyd is a grandson of a
former' lieutenant governor of Illinois.
It is said he made the acquaintance
of Mjlss Sullivan while he was a
student at Harvard- ,
$150,000

To Cure a Cold tn One Day
Take LAXATIVE BEOMO QUININH
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
It falls to cure. VS. W. GROVE'S slg"
nature Is on each box. 25c. Adv.

SURPLUS
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50,0O0.M

tion.

This intense feeling Is due, apart
from humanitarian reasons, to the
conviction that systematic slaughter
of birds for the plumage market Is
having a most detrimental effect upon
agriculture. Public opinion is also
incensed by the fact that prohibited
skins and feathers are smuggled out
of the country In spite of the vigilance
of the authorities, and: .It is recognized
that only the closure of the home markets can effectually put an end to the
traffic- '
'

The interesting discovery has been
consular report
adaptability of
in Its surroundof fisheries in
the'Arzew district states that he
found that as the result of the slow
closing of the mouth of the river La
Macta by a sandbar the edible oyster
had almost completely adapted itself
to an existence in fresh water. Oys-- j
tors were found thriving; In parts of
tile 'river entirely devoid of salt It
would seem from this, Btlds the in- Fpector, that the adaptability of the j

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,
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A Remedy That Has Shown
a Most Remarkable
Purifying Effect.

FOUGHT
NUMEROUS CANDIDATES ASPIRE
TO OFFICE IN SOUTH DAKOTA THIS YEAR

Pierre, S. D., March 16. The political pot in- South Dakota is rapidly
approaching the boiling point in- anticipation of the general primary election to be held 8 days thence. There
are features in connection with the
approaching primary to interest the
people outslide aa well as Inside
of South Dakota. In the first place,
It will be the first primary held under the new law, wnich provides' for
a combination of the direct primary
and the convention system. South
Dakota was a pioneer in adopting the
direct primary system but after giving it a good tryout the people decided by a referendum vote that they
wanted a little of the old convention
plan mixed in with the system of
making nominations for public office.
The new law provides; for the election of delegates toj two separate conventions for each political party a
majority and a minority convention.
Each of these selects a list of candidates to go on the primary ballot for
the final ejection of a ticket by the
party. The law also includes a party
registration feature, and another
giving the Blare committee of
the dominant party the right to make
appointments to office.
In the general primary to be held
one week from next Tuesday the several parties will name candidates for
United States senator and representatives in congress, and for governor,
lieutenant
of
governor, secretary
state, state treasurer and minor state
offers to be voted for at the next
state election.
South Dakota was the original
stamping ground of the progressive republicans and the fight this year is
the same old battle between the progressives and the stalwarts. The progressive party does not exist in name
but the
progressive wing of
the republican party amounts to the
same thing. It is composed of the
men who took up the liaFollette presidential boom when it was a mere
bubble and stood by it faithfully until

three-cornere- d

-

-

pro-Visio-n

state and was a leader In the fight
that resulted in the overthrow, of the
old organization and the triumph of
the progressives. Burke, on the other
hand, enjoys a wide personal popular
ity and is counted on to make a good
fight for the Crawford toga. Should
the democrats carry the Btate' the
senatorship would go to E. S. John
son of Yankton, for many' years the
South Dakota member of the national
democratic committee.
Within the republican ranks there
contest for
is a spirited
tho governorship. Governor P. M.
Byrne, who headed the victorious progressive republican ticket wo years
agd, la a candidate for renominatJon.
Opposed to b,lm as the standard bearer of the stalwart or minority faction
f the republican party Is Henry B.
Anderson. A third candidate in the
field 1s R. O. Richards, who is runcandidate..
ning as an independent
Mr. Richards has long been active in
South Dakota
politics. He is the
father of the new state primary law
and two years ago he sought to go
to the United States senate as a pn
gresaive republican, but met defeat
inthe primaries. He now seek the
governorship as an independent reHis home is in Huron. The
publican.
choice of the democratic majority for
the governorship has fallen on J. W.
McCader (of Edmonds, who is well
known as a political leader and Is
popular with the rank and file of the
democratic party.
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Can Get Kid of Blood Trouble
6. 8. B.

The word Medicine Is one of the most
In our language.
There are
certain medicinal properties Just as neceswe
food
eat. Take,
to
as
the
health
sary
medicine B.
for example, the
8. 8. This famous blood purifier contains
medicinal components Just as vital and essential to healthy blood as the elements (
wheat, roast beef, the fats and the sugars
that make up our dally ration.
As a matter of fact, there Is one ingredient In, S. S. 8. which serves the
active purpose of stimulating each cellular
part of the body to the healthy and Judicious selection of its own essential nutriment That Is why it regenerates the blood
supply ; why It has such a tremendous Influence In overcoming Rheumatism, Catarrh
of the Stomach and Intestines, skin eruptions and all blood troubles.
Get a bottle of S. 8. 8. at any drug
store, and In a few days you will not
only feel bright and energetic, but yon will
be the picture of new life. S. S. S. Is prepared only in the laboratory of The Swift
Specific Co., 219 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.,
who maintain a very efficient medical department where all who have any blood
disorder of a stubborn nature may consult
abused

freely.

8. S. S. Is sold everywhere by drug stores,
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
department and general stores.
Don't permit anyone to sell you a subTnlri ffftlm'o Hnrinv and Tar Com- stitute. Insist upon 8. 8. S.
nnunri tnr n Inflamed and congested

condition of the air passages and bron
It burst, when they swung into line chial tubes. A com develops quicmy
for Roosevelt ana carried the state if not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilfor him in 1912 by a big plurality.
ities. Harsh
coughs weaken the
Numerically strong and apparently system, but racking
Foley's Honey and Tar is
'

in good fighting trim the progressives

lined up for the battle this year with
a feeling of confidence engendered
by their successes in the past. , At the
same time every progressive who aspires to office is going to meet with
stiff opposition before he is elected.
Most interest naturally centers in
the contests, for United States senator
and governor. The contest for the
factional
senatorship is a straight-ou- t
fight without any regard to questions
of public policy. Senator Co I. Crawford, whose term will expire next
March, is a candidate for
His principal opponent is Congressman Charles H. Burks, who is now
serving, his seventh term as representative of the Second district. Crawford is identified with the dominant
faction of the republican party in this

safe, pure and certain In results. Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ANNIVERSARY OF DISASTER
"Washington, March 16. Among the
many veteran officers of the navy who
reside in this city today was recalled
as the twenty-fift- h
anniversary of the

great Sarnoan hurricane, which re
sulted in one of the most lamentable
disasters that ever befell the United
States navy in time of peace. The
hurricane struck Apia, in the Samoan
Islands, on March 16, 1869, and raged
with great fury far two days. In the
harbor of Apia at the time were war
ships of the United States, German
and British navies. The United
States warships Nipsic, Vandalla and
blown
ashore and
Trenton were

S9
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wrecked, as were also the ships Olgo,
Adler and Eber of the German navy.
The British warship Calliope put to
sea and escaped the disaster. Fifty
officers and men of the United States
ships Were lost, among them Captain
Schoournaker of the Vandalla.

16,

1914.

lowed no

set

course, but all have pa-

per construction, booklet covers and
some raffia work. The primary teacher, with an enrollment of nearly 100,
tries to give the painting besides the
usual work. , Miss Edith Tickner at
Rabenton, si ,SpaiBh:American settlement, hao done more than any other
teacher in the county. She has had
The Forty Year Test
An article must have exceptional a most .successful sewing .class and
merit to survive for a period of forty her
have done some paper
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy work.pupila
was first offered to the public in 1872.
"At Ancho Mrs. Edna Burnett and
From a small beginning it has crown
In favor and popularity until it has W. P. Roblnett have organized a club,
attained a world wide renutation. You The girls have done sewing and the
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand boys some bench work. The school
why It Is a favorite after a period of has had two lessons a week in differmore than forty years. It not only ent) kinds of industrial work. This is
gives relief it cures. For sale by all a very good beginning as it is the
dealers. Adv.
! first bench
work in the county in a
rural school.
"The Lincoln county high school at
Capitan has classes, of course, in
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
woodwork, cooking and sewing which
are excellently taught with best reEdith. Wells at Glencoe
Santa Fe, March 16. The attorney sults. Miss
most successful sewing
has
had
a
New
of
Mexico has taken a
general
hand in the Santa Fe water cases. class."
In the Engineer's office
Late yesterday afternoon the attorney
J. W. Johnson, assistant engineer,
general through Assistant Attorney Ik
going to Mora to lay out the
General Ira L. Grrmshaw, sued out
macadam road, three miles
and was granted in the district court
in length, costing ?G,000 to ?7,000, to
to an appeal to the supreme court
Mora county. He will
from the order sustaining the de- be defrayed by.
In charge of the
H.
K.
leave
Morgan
murrer to the Indictments brought
Mr. Johnson will also go to
work.
Nathan
Salmon and George
against
to locate a concrete
W. Armijo, charging them with at- Cebolle creek
which he will design. Engineer
bridge
tempt at bribery in, connection with R.
U Cooper will meet Mr. Johnson
the citty water franchise. The record
at
Las
Vegas March 18 and go with
will be sent to the clerk of the suto
him
Anton Chlco, Santa Rosa and
preme court within the next week,
to determine the location
Sumner
Ft.
when the attorney general will file
of three bridges across the Pecos.
"his brief in the case.
State Engineer French leaves toThis action is said to mean that an
morrow
for Socorro to start a crew
effort will be made to call the atteneast side road from the
the
opening
tion of the legislature at its next sesnew bridge across
sion to the lack of laws governing at- east end of the
the Rio Grande.
tempted bribery should the supreme
The state engineer has approved the
court uphold the lower court, which
water
application of Morsch and Braz-leto- n
declared there is no statute' on which
(Earl M Morsch and Mrs. Lilto base the indictment as presented.
of Taos, for 1.43 seclian
Brazleton)
Statistics on Stream Flow
ond feet from the Arroyo de Alamo, a
The United States geological office
of the Taos river, to irrigate
here in charge of Glen A. Gray has tributary
100 acresi by diversion.
completed the statistics showing the
In the United States Court
run-of- f
of the principal streams in
States District Judge WilUnited
the southern and central portion of
H.
liam
Pope today signed the final
Arizona.
the case of the United
in
decree
The total acre feet of the fifteen
vs. John H. Coleman In favor
States
streams measured in 1913 is l,706,0SO.
a patent to
The northern part of Arizona has not of the plaintiff concelling
a homestead near Cuervo and giving
yet been covered for lack of funds.
SO days to vacate.
There were but two stream gaugers the defendant
W. Franklin, a laborer of
George
put on the work during the past year
filed a petition in bank
but two more will be assigned work Albuquerque,
his liabilities at $415
giving
ruptcy,
on the Gila river in the near future.
and no assets.
Baca Salary Case
In the Hubbard and Tyler bankThe state supreme court Saturday
case the trustee reported the
ruptcy
heard the case of A. B. Baca, United
the property and notice was
sale
of
States assessor, appellee, vs. Max
ordered
given for the application of
Montoya, treasurer of Socorro county,
sale.
over salary which the county commis- approval of the
sioners approved, for clerk hire. Judge
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Edward A. Mann represented Mr. Baca
Using Foley's HOney and Tar for a
and Attorney Milton J. Helmiek of cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F. Monahan,
Socorro appeared for Mr. Montoya.
Wis., says: "I am exposed
. Briefs In Libel Suits
to
all
kinds
of weather and I find FoThe attorney general is preparing
and Tar Compound always
ley's
Honey
briefs in two criminal libel suits in fixes mo up In good shape when 1
the cases of the State of New Mexico, catch cold or have a bad cough. 1
appellant, vs. Roy Elder. They are recommend it gladly." Refuse all subon appeal from the district court of stitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. iAqv.
Curry county. The suits grew out of
alleged articles printed by Roy Elder
TO VISIT MISSIONS
.
in the St Vrain Journal concerning'
New York, March 16. Mrs. Emma
A. E. Curren, whoy it is said, publish
B. Kennedy, widow of the million
ed In the Clovis News an account of aire
philanthropist, who gave so much
expenditures derived from taxes paid of his estate to missions, Is to leave
by the A., T. & b. F. railroad to this
city tomorrow for a tour of In
Curry cdunty. A demurrer was inter
spection of the various missionary en
posed by the defendant and it was
terprises in which she and her hussustained.
were interested. Among the
band
Company I Hat 61 Men
to be visited will be the new
The adjutant general has received places
church in Rome, Robert
Waldensian
official notice that Company I at Dom
the Amer
at
Constantinople,
College
61
now
men.
enlisted
This
has
ing
school at Smyrna and the
ican
board
is gratifying news to. the adjutant genat Beirut
eral who is making strenuous efforts Syrian Protestant college
to arouse greater enthusiasm in the
Just Right for Backache and
national guard.
Rheumatism
Books by Parcel Post
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough
Beginning today the postoffice will ly effective for backache, rheumatism,
Include books in the parcel Post, This swollen and aching joints, kidney and
means that books will travel at a bladder ailments that they are recom
mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
lower rate. Books weighing eight
McGrew, Nebr., says:
"My druggist
ounces or less will be carried at one recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
cent for each two ounces or fraction pains in my back, and before I finish
thereof, but those weighing more than ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
eight ounces will go by pound rates. disappeared.
New York city being in the seventh
WORLD GATHERING OF DENTISTS
zone from Santa Fe, the rate charged
Chicago, March 16. Chicago is prewill be 11 cents per pound. It is said
tjhe entertainment next
paring
that booksellers of New York supply week ofjfor
one of the largest and most
most of the books shipped to this re
representative gatherings of leaders
gion.
of the dental profession ever held In
Postofflces Discontinued
this or any other country. The occasThe department has discontinued ion will be an International confer
the following postoffices: Potrlllo, ence In connectioa. with, the celebra
Guadalupe county (mail to Riddle); tion of thei fiftieth anniversary of
Sanchez, San Miguel county (mail to the
founding of the Illinois state denSabinaso).
tal society. More than 2,000 dentists
Julia Walther has been commis- and instructors in
dentistry are ex
sioned a fourth class postmaster at
here from all parts of the
pected
Puerto, N. M.
United States, from Canada and from
Manual Training Needed
Europe. A leading feature of the
Manual training has been found a
gathering will be a series of clinics In
necessity In Lineola county, says Mrs. which the delegates will demonstrate
of the recent
Wallace U Gnmjai,."uprlntendent
progress' in dentistry iu
schools, in a re;art- tijl.TiSf.'.lannette his state or country. Another feature
Meyers, supervisor;' of .industrial edu- will be an elaborate exhibition of
cation.
cental appliances and materials.
"Most of the primary
classes,"
writes Mrs. Gumm, "have some of the
The Mothers' favorite
"
sewing cards, ontli;,.i, r. sis' ; arl
A cough medicine f r ch"
cutting as busy work. The tri;,e-- i should be 'harmless. Tt felu ' I e
Mill
V j jlrasant to take. It should
schools have a cla. s h tl
v - i
of
school at odd times for .Basketry, "a ', C!i' iinbprlain's CoU"h Ren
c
V
is the mother's t"
and
t
?
; ;
drawing. The lower Rn
,
v- ii
te. For Bale by aa d

THE TELEPHONE

UNITED STATES

There are eight units of the Bell System in the United States
Each of these units operates in its own territory a separate company with its
own officers and employees, and its own problems to solve,
Yet the switchboards, methods and equipment of each company are standard
and uniform
"

.

The service is universal

'

The association of these companies with the American Telephone and
Company makes this possible

Tele-grap-

Your company, the largest in point of area, has an unusual condition to

h

con-

front.

It operates in

22

per cent of the total area of the country, and yet

In this area there is only
l!

3

per cent of the country's population and

3 pp-

-

cent

of the total wealth.
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B. "HandChicago, March IS
some Jack" Koetters, who was captur
ed in San Francisco recently after a
countrywide search extending over
moip than a year, was arraigned in
ci iirt here today to atned trial .for
the alleged murder of Mrs. Emma
widow whose home
Kraft, a
was in Cincinnati.
Mrs. Kraft was murdered on No
vember 14, 1912. The crime was committed in her room in the Saratoga
hotel,' where she was a guest The
weapon used by the murderer was an
Chronic Stomach Trouble, Cured
ordinary hammer, with which the
There is nothing more discouraging
victim's skull had been crushed. The
than a chronic disorder of the stom
hammer was found wrapped in a ach. Is it not surprising that many
man's shirt on the floor near the dead suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
body.
reach and may be had for a trifle?
the
mysunravel
to
In their efforts
"About one year ago," says P. IL
tery of the murder the police were Beck, of Wakelee, Mich.. "I bought a
baffled for some time by a failure to package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
them I have felt perfectly
since
identify the victim. Not until nearly well. using
had
I
y numpreviously used
aa it
a wees arter me irageuy
ber of different medicines, but none
that the woman's name was or them were of any lasting benefit
Mrs. Emma Kraft and that she had For sale by all dealers. Adv.
come to Chicago from Cincinnati. InSEVEN CANDIDATES FOR MAYOR
quiry in the last named city brought
St. Paul, Minn., March 16. One of
come
to light the fact that she had
political cam
to Chicago in response to a letter the most spirited
In
recent
in
Paul
St.
years ends
paigns
written to her by Koetters.
office make
for
when
aspirants
to
today
tended,
Further Investigation
show that the woman had long been their final appeals to the people who
infatuated with Koetters, who was will selecte their candidates at tho
election tomorrow. The primany years her junior. From what primary
will
maries
be the first held under
could be learned Koetters was addict
the
which
establishes the commislaw
and
fast
and
living
ed to gambling
was usually looking for "easy money." sion form of government in St. Paul.
He was supposed to be a telegrapher Under the new commission charter,
hut was seldom known to work at the city is to elect a mayor, controller and six councllmen. There are
that or any other calling.
many
re
aspirants for each office to be
of
the
learned
When the police
Seve-filled.
candidates have their
lationship that had existed between
names
on
ballot
for mayor." Tliw
the
the
Koetters
Mrs. Kraft and.
theory
was formed that Koetters had com two standing, highest ia the 'primary
mitted the murder either to rid him- will bo th.6 candidates at the final
self of the woman or to obtain a election in May.
considerable sum of money which she
was known to have had when she
Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
cleansing and alleft Cincinnati. Attaches of the ho effective, thoroughly
in action. They contain
ways
pleasant
tel where the tragedy occurred Iden blue flag, are a remedy for constipaas tion and Elugglsh liver, and a tonic to
tified a photograph of Koetters
that of the man who had been seen In the bowels, which are improved by
the company of Mrs. Kraft and had their use. Try them. They do not
fall to give relief and satisfaction. O.
visited her room.
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Dm s
Photographs and descriptions of Store. Adv.
Koetters were sent broadcast through
out the land, but not the slightest PARCEL POST NOW TAKES BOOKS
trace of the missing man was found
Washington, March 16. Under tho
until he was discovered in San Fran new ruling of the postoffice departcisco on February 11. The discovery ment put into effect today books are
was made toy an amateur detective now accepted for transmission by tha
who recognized the missing man from parcel post The rates are the same
a picture of him he had seen In a as on other articles,
except that
newspaper. The San Francisco police boks weighing eight ounces or less
were notified and arrested Koetters, are to cost one cent for each two
who readily admitted his identity. At ounces or fraction thereof.
hn
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Wife in the country?

AH alone in the house?
Caught in the rain last night?
this morning?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k
'.V
"
care.
don't
I
;H
An ironing board, a damp cloth and a torn
of the electric switch and in 5 minutes my
trousers look like new. '
1
f
And when my wife comes Lack I
12!
r
an
Electric
PcrcoLtor,
an
her
ta get
T
El
;
an Electric Rare,
'
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Samovar,
and an Electric Hot VV:r Cvp.
I have been told all i ' t C
v
v '
I
years.
c
Flatlrcn and 1 h.ri - ' h"-ve

1

I have
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"HANDSOME JACK"
IS ACCUSED
OF THE MURDER OF MRS.
EMMA KRAFT

-

S

II

TRIED

"

,

a

KOETTEBS 10

ihe time of his arrest he was cou im
iug a lodging house in partnership
with a woman,. According to the police ho was trying to Induce the woman to make a will in his favor and Insure her life in his name.
The Chicago police are cot..I-.- rt
that the evidence they have against
Koetters is sufficient to convict hint.
of the murder ot Mrs. Kraft. Sinew
he was returned here from San Fran
cisco he has been positively identified,
according to the police, by several
acquaintances and others who declare
they saw him in Chicago near the
time that the murder was committed.
All efforts to get Koetters to con
fess to the crime, however, have been
futile. In his statement to the police
he said: "I swear that I never killed
Mrs. Kraft. I knew her, but I never
made love to her, I never went out
with her in my life. I never took a
dollar from her. I did net kill her.
I could not do such a thing. I was
in Chicago in November, 1912, but I
am not sure whether I was here on
the fourteenth, when she was killed."
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brass candlestick from the British
r
Guerriere captured by the
In the war of
Constitution
frigate
1812, $8 for a china candlestick used
in Jefferson Davis' house in Richmond,
$31 for a cutglasg lamp used hy the
poet Whittier and a tin pedestal lamp,
whale oil burner, used by Abraham
Lincoln in hiB law office at Springfield in 183ft,'
If the 'buyer'' of these relics could
receive from them some illuminating
rays of thought such as were entertained by their original owners he
would be repaid tfofr his purchases, but
this is hardly to; be, expected. ..The
light of intelligence, like "the light
that nevershone o'er land or sea," is
not obtained from vessels Of brass or
pewter or cut glasB.
Ipwiir be"' interesting, though, for
him to turn off the electric lamps in
his study some evening and light the
larJ oil tin lamp used by Noah Webster and imagine how it would be to
work on compiling a dictionary by
its dint, flickering flame. Or, if his
imagination is in good working order,
he can place a candle in the proper
candlestick and imagine he is a British seaman' laughing at the oncom
ing "Constitution," or that he is Jef
ferson Davis in Richmond, gravely
considering the possibilities jof capturing Washington,
'.jM
More, than anything else, however,:
these o)dfashloned lamps serve to remind ttte present generation how well
off they really are. It has 'been only
a few years from the candle' to the
and what a
latest incadescent,
mighty stride It has meant in the interest of our eyes. Can there , ever
be as big a proportionate step forward
Joplin Globe.
man-of-wa-

'

.
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BRVAN IX BAD STANDING

PAID FOR

BETTER WOKK

CAF

BE DONE BY THE

CHUB
;..

First Christian church,
night, on "The Value of

last

spoke

the Church."

He said in part:
V
"The church la valuable to an in
dividual as a workshop. No other institution offers such ah opportunity
for service. It is well to decide what
we are trying to accomplish and then
work definitely for results.'
"It may become common for church
es to operate moving picture mathis
chines. There is some danger-Ikind of work. The motive of having
a Sunday evening show to get a large
crowd in order to surreptitiously give
them something good is not a high
standard for a church. Good, however,
may come from these entertainments,
but one great' need of the church to- jday ia.to lie; efficiently organized for
unristian activity., we pray, "iny
kingdom come.' If we are sincere we
will work, also, to see it realized.
"Merely, to want to be doing some
thing big Is not a high motive.' To
make men more spiritual is worth ef
fort. Why not 'c enter attention Urion
operation and work to save'each Oth
er and the world to the higher life
as a business.' Will worship in the
church service, study in the Sunday
school and religious activity during
every day of the week not appeal to
big men? , I. believe It will.
"Harrington Emerson says: 'The
greatest regulator of conduct is the
spirit of the organization!' When the
church becomes more efficiently organized for. the task which it has to
perform, we will see greater results."

Advertisers are guaranteed the
In spite of arf'evidently studied eflirgeet dally and weekly circulation
ttFall concerned to
on
fort
f any newspaper In northern New
there seems to
discredit
such
reports,
Sfexlco.
be little doubt that an open rupture
between President Wilson and Secre.
TELEPHONES
CSuslness Office ....
Main 2 tary Bryan is seriously threatened.
Mew Department
.Main 9 That Mr. Bryan has been a handicap
rather than a help to the administration in the vital matters of internaMON'PAY, MARCH 16, 1914.
4-tional relationship is not a secret If
4
f
f
in
Mr.
been
has
there
Bryan's
anything
WAY
WE
TUE
PROGRESS
official activities in the past year to
CURRENT MAGAZINES
once
cause
to
his
revise
the
president
The world thinks
it admires
4
strength, courage and ability. It does expressed dislike for him aud lack of
no such thing. Its admiration is re-- t confidence in him, it is not recalled . What Makes Those Women Mad
In the April Woman's Home Com
rved for dash, noise and easatlon. by the president's friends. One of the
ie twinkling stars may crowd the great newspapers of the country that panion J. Nilseii Laurvik, writing an
J.'nr anient unobserved, but every eye supported Mr. Wilson in his campaign article entitled "John Bull's Militant
i. lifted to watch the
fiery comet as and has been a consistent defender of Daughters,' states as follows the
' bis policies recently declared that "the causes of the militant movement in
it flies across the sky.
The virtues of women are no longer Wilson administration's foreign policy England:
"First, the law of inheritance, whicii
extolled as they were in the early his- has been a dismal and sometimes a
in every instance excludes her in fa
tory of our republic. The face and disastrous failure."
the figure are the things now. The This same friendly critic says that vor of some male member of the famtraces of the heart do not concern us. while the Wilson government has re ily, often leaving her a penniless deThe beautiful simplicity of such lines cognized the brutal dictatorship of pendent upon the rnalo relatives to
as Mrs. Hemans wrote charms us no Yuan Shi Kai la the "pretended Chi whom her due share has gone, and
more.
;ive us the coon song and nese republic," It has "refused to re that further deprives her of right, to
the "turkey trot" The poets of cognize the . Huerta government in her own children unless they are born
sweetness and light belong to another Mexico, accepted by all other impor- out of wedlock; she has neither dower
tant nations, and has plainly encour rights nor rights as. a mother. By
day. We are progressing.
So with the stage. Who cares for aged the; murderous and looting forces English law no married woman exists
the Shakespearean?
Played outl of the rebels, led" hy notorious and as the mother of the child she brings
Give us the dancers ins all stages of savage bandits, in a hopeless and into the world. The child, according
undress. If this does not satiate, re- shameful chaos of destruction that to English marriage laws, has only
produce the scenes of the slum, the means the complete devastation of a one parent, and that parent is the
brothel and the bawdy house. We rich and neighboring country or Amer father; while out of marriage the law
that- par
are progressing.
ican armed intervention!" The purely recognizes one parent f.-ient
is
the
mother.
And why this progress? Why is the
negative position of Secretary Bryan
"Second, the unjustly discriminatory
statesman discounted? Why is tie in these emergencies has placed the
divorce
Jaws, designed to safeguard
who
so
was
heartof
taptain industry,
heavy responsibilities wholly upon an
ily welcomed aforetimes, now driven overworked president.- One can scarce- and shield the man, and which even
Mr. Gladstone declared to he a 'grosB
into exilo? Why are the railroads ly believe that William J.
Bryan oc
injustice to women in favor of men,'
denounced la states that formerly of- cupies an office that was
dignified by an excellent
Illustration, of which is
fered generous bounties for them to such men .as Thomas
John
Jefferson,
case
the
the
of
wife of a day laborer
cross their borders? Why are great
Marshall, James Madison, Uames Moncorporations assailed? A few years roe, John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, in London told of by Elizabeth Rob
ago their magnitude and Influence Martin 'Van'; Bureii, Daniel Webster, ins: 'Mrs. B. was an applicant for a
ordet-tslnc- e
were regarded with the same pride
oivorce is too
John C. Calhoun, James Buchanan, separation
that la felt, In their great industries', William H. Seward, Thomas P. Bay- dear a luxury fain any of this clasa).
Mr the
people of other countries? We ard, James G. Blaine, Richard Olney, The ground for Ur.Jj.'g plea was the
infidelity of her husband. "You can't
fe progressing.
John Hay and Elihu Root.
get a separation order for that!
In all ages, the credulity of the
President Wilson needs an able sec
triasses has furnished opportunity for
"Well, but he brings the. woman home
of state more than he needs
he keeps her in the house." "That
the stirrer of strife, for the bogus re- retary
anything else in his administration. A is no ground.",. Then, the
magistrate
and dema- few
former, the
days ago the house committee on is given. theuheart of the
gogue. In every country and In every
grievance.
de-affairs
the
asked
j
executive
foreign
'The husbatfl.Jnsistsi on having the in- age, men of this class, appealing to
some information that
terloper - in his wife's bedroom. No
the weak and credulous, have been partment. for
would enlighten congress on the Mexredress, while otie act of Infidelity on
able to lead the wondering crowd to
ican situation. Bryan answered the her part entitles the man to an, absofcextto
eagpcet,.
doubt, and then to
calL.i After, be had been; with.tJiet. .com- lute divorce.' This condition; pplie8
destroy Existing insKutloos. " Id' this
mittee an hour in. secret session Ifc to all English;i, . women... comment Is
destruction, the rights of private prop- was
said that he "did not disclose a jauperfluoua. " .. ..
..,
..!
erty as well as human rights have
' The1
konj
"Third,,. tho, census of j?igbt.,: years
fceen sacrificed, devolutions ; Deg'fn single new material fact.?
no!
ago put the, number of womeu work
with the demagogue? and' end Vita' the chuAmi s 'justified that Bryan had
new facta. He appears to Ibe as Ignor
ing in trades at, four millions, and all
dungeon and the guillotine.
' Let history teach Its lesson! Let ant of what Is going on as the mosf rnese women are without, adequate
unofficial American citizen. He pre- representation, and in consequence
thinking people lead the procession of
sents the aspect of a man hopelessly most of them are tn paid and overprogress. Leslie's.
at sea. He does not seem able either worked to a degree shockingly
o
to concentrate his mind upon the probIn this, as in the above and
lem in Mexico or to
the in most matters affecting the welfare
HISTORIC LIGHT
information he receives In a manner ;of women in England, there is one
Possibly in the hope of getting old helpful to his chief. Therefore the law for men and 'another for women,
light oa new subjects, ft eastern man continued reports of Mr. Wilson's dis- and without the vote the women are
recently .bought a generous supply cf satisfaction with, his secretary of state helpless to remedy those conditions.
31a lamps.
He paid $71 for the lamp
require connrroauon. it is al The government Itself offers an exi.arrielt needier gtowe mod in
together. probable that if the president cellent illustration, of this inequality
hia nomination to Bryan in the treatment of its postal and telTom's Cabin," JC6 for a pair did not (!
would have been retired egraph employes. At oiie end of a
if Tirana mantle
the
latter
Motvw
that
lamps
Kansas City Journal.
mrmifss ;
"J John 7t'telegraph line you find a man earning
$52."
for
''
200 pounds (f l.WO) a year and a woo
'"il tin lamp tMd hy K 'i
man
at the other earning 80 pounds
in compiling his dictionary, $
for a
NO RAILROAD VERDICT
($100)."
ttfat Iron lamp nst-- at a tr-a
of
Washington, "March 16. No decl
"witch" in Massat-tiBsetti
1(192, ions were announced today by the su-- i
$T1"0 for a jtlasB and
lamrt
r me court in the railroad rate and
S'W.l t;y the DllUh iu K'ift.
Subscribe far. The Optla.
fur a other important f
s pending.
j1
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disseminate knowledge concerning the
evil effects of strong drink by arranging for public gatherings and securing
speakers and especially by the distribution of ; temperance literature
printed . in the, Spanish language.
Prominent members of the organization have reeomrn'ftnded etereopticon
lectures with elida3 which will show
the effect of liquor upon the different
organs of the hody. When, so many
REV. MR. ANDERSON SAYS OR- Of the boys and. young men are at
least in danger of forming the liquor
GANIZATION IS OF VALUE TO
'
j
habit, Is there not heed that knowlTHE COMMUNITY . "'
edge concerning the evil effects of
A large audience was present, at the liquor be disseminated in this way?
First Methodist church last night to. "The native people of New Mexico,
listen to an address on "The Law and especially in the smaller communities,
Order League,"' by Rev. E. T. Ander- are 'sadly in need of any help that
'
son', the pastor.
The speaker prefac- can be given them hy any organizaed his remarks by saying that person- tion that will champion their cause.
ally he was. on friendly terms with Ever since coming to this state althe gentleman who had publicly at- most eight years ago I have heard retacked the organization and that he peated statements from lawyers and
resipected him because of his ability public officials whom no one would
and believed (him to. be conscientious accuse of being temperance fanaticst
in his objections. Mr. Anderson spoke to the effect that liquor is the greatfrom notes and the address ' cannot est curse of the native people. As a
be fully reproduced. He said in part: class they are growing poorer every
"In his recent attack upon the Law day and degenerating physically as a
and Order league. Dr. Landau has result of strong drink.
"These things being true should not
charged its membets with cowardice,
htJ done that can be done
everything'
intimated that they are undesirable
to aid In the strict enforcement of the
citizens, accused them of plotting
law and the dissemination of informaagainst the personal liberties of the
Hebrew people, ridiculed the organi- tion as the constitution of the Law
zation and Is fearful lest it w4H,cast and Order league suggests?'' "'Surely
a slur upon .the community. .For these Dr. Landau does not mean to put
reasons ,w.9.feel that Jf we were, .,0, fail himself on record asj being opposed
to reply to this criticism we would be to these things?
"Then Las Vegas has a large numas cowardly as our assailant, has acber
of boys and young men who are
cused us of , being.
'
"The name Law and Order league becoming addicted to the cigarette
j
'was perhaps unfortunate. But what habit 'and the tobacco habit In other
is there in a name? The organization forms.' Authorities so Well informed
that their claims are not; to be desmight have been called a civic league,
Is
,a city and county Improvement asso- pised, declare that the former habit
even
worse
in
than
habit
the
liquor
ciation, a ood citizens' federation, tfn
its physical, mental and moral effect,
organization for friendly
with public officials or any one of a espedally If that habit is begun' in
Furthermore the cigardozen other names, but why quibble early youth.
ette fiend is hein" discriminated
over a name?
"An organization is tq be judged against by employers because of his
habit. A habit, by the way, which is
by the things which it proposes to
The
do rather than by the name it bears, exceedingly hard to overcome.
law
even
forbids
the
or
sale
of
tobacco.
and surely judged by its constitution
the Iaw and Order league Is nothing the giving of tobacco to minors. This
that should appear very formidable law is being violated, as is evidenced
by the fact that every day we see
or arouse the indignation of
citizens. Its principal purpose is boys under age smoking their cigarto aid in the enforcement of law and ettes. Probably some of our merchants do. not know jf the existence of
the dissemination of Imowledge.
to have their
"The reasons why we believe in an this law and only need
to
an organizaattention
called
it
by
organization of this" kind are as foltheir
tion
to gladly
citizens
of
fellow
lows: We have saloons in our midst
and the saloon Is an inveterate law refrain from selling to minors.
"'Gambling is perhaps one of the
breaker. Temperance people have al
most difficult of the prohibited evils
Is
claimed
this.
ways
there a law
to eradicate and we believe that there
forbidding the sale of liquor to min is need
of an organization to aid in
ors? Only ceaseless vigilence upon
enforcement
the
of this law and to
the part of officers' of the law, to
educate
the
generation conrising
gether, with all the help that may be
this
evil
and
cerning
strengthen pubgiven them by
citizens
it. So far as I
lic
sentiment
against
will, keep this law from being disreknow no member of this organization
garded. Does the law forbid the sale
has ever suggested that any effort
of liquor on, the Sabbath and after a
certain hour every night? The dis would be made to invade any private
trict attorney and the poiwe officers home and drag into court any woman
know that constant reminders with who might be discovered playing for
an occasional arrest.are necessary to a prize at a card game, though we
think all such should set a better exkeep the whisky dealers from wholly
hefore their sons.
law. The fact that ample1
Uisregarding-thi- s
"An organization of this kind can
at the present monient this law is beaid In other matters that may suggest
ing observed in East Las Vegas is not
to
due
the saloon keepers themselves, themselves from time to time. Dr.
Landau complains, as he has a right
and, should not blind our eyes teethe
to do, that the Friday night basketball
'nerfact that a change In the present
sonnel of our officers might easily games in the armory disturb the worresult in great 'laxity on the part of shippers in the synagogue adjacent.
This Is a Christian nation and we
'
the liquor dealers.
,
a Christian Sabbath and only
have
"But lest 'some one will say that
this statement that fha saloon i n.n one legal Sabbath. Therefore those
inveterate law1 breaker is only 'the who choose to worship on some other
must expect to be Inconvenienced.
sentiment of a temperance fanatic) let day
Our
young people need recreation.
me give you the testimony of those
Friday
night is the only night pracwhom no one would accuse of belne
tical for students unless it be on Sattemperance fanatics. Henry Levinger,
a prominent liquor dealer of South urday evening and that would Inter
fere with church attendance for a
Dakota, says; 'The fact to that the
the following day,
people are so disgusted with the badly large. numher,..on
and in Sabbath desecration on the
conducted saloons that anv reform
of those who had come from a
looks good to them.' The Champion part
distance. Nevertheless, if Dr. Lanof Fair Play a' liquor paper, said some
dau, in place of condemning this or
time ago: 'There la.not
saloon
will come in and take the
ganization,
keeper in Illinois who doei 'not'lay
for him on the executive
made
place
himself liable' to tmuwmittnri
'HnM
times a' day The Wholesalers' arid board he will find) that many if not
all the other members will'le,ready
Retailers' Review says: ''Any man
with him in any pracwho knows the saloons well can sav to
the most of them have forfeited the tical way that may be found to avoid
this annoyance to those whose con
right to live,' The Wine arid Spirit
day
Gazette saysr- 'Thrsaloon as conduct scientious observance of another
"
we all resipect.
,'
ed Is a nu!sanee.""lt is a stench to the of wof ship
"We think we have answered the
'
nostrils of society.'- that there Is no lieed! of
objection
"As further evidence that this is
true we would cite our friends to the auch an organization. But the state-meris made that it ,ja a slur upon
old files of The Optic1 and t ha police
court records. " These will show that .the community. Let us 'see if that is
it is not a great while since there true. I am sure that all who are affiwere a large number of .Sunday ar liated with the Law and Order league
rests and Mondav convictions for are enthusiastic In their belief that
drunkenness, indicating that the Sun Las Vegas iwill compare favorably
day closing law was being disregarded with other towns of its size in the Uni
ted States and Is far superior, to the
.'
by some one, . , - .,:
"An organization of this kind is great cities as a law abiding comneeded to help the officers of the law munity. But It is doubtful if there Is
in securing: evidence nnd to support a dty anywhere in the world that
and encourage them in, performing does not need such an organization.
Furthermore a large share of them
their, duties, ag officers. The non-laabiding element which H found in have such an organization, though It
every community is ever ready to con- may go by another' name. In place
demn the officer w,n dtx-- his full of being a reflection upon us it will
duty and to seek his removal from o Indicate that we are a wide awake,
nee, and it is an encouragment to progressive city, abreast of the times.
him to know that he. hna the backing Honest people Will acknowledge that
conditions do not as yet
of an organization' which stands for perfect
law enforcement.
prevail in any city this Bide of heav'An organization of this kind can en, that conditions are capable of 5m-- :
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REV. MR. IMHOF SAYS ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE PERFECTED
TO THAT END
. ).'..
Rev. J. L. Imhof, pastor of the
..
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WATCH GUARANTEE
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Our endorsement of a watch certifies .that It Is the best watch value
obtainable for the price, and carries
with it bur interest in the performance when in the wearer's possession.
i No-- , watch la earned
by us that
does not bear critical Inspection that
many years of experience as 'watch
to give.
makers enables,,-,u- .

''''

You may buy "watches with our
and guarantee " upwards
'

from

'

$3.00.

RAILROAD WATCHES SOLD ON
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

.

TAUPERT

1

;

JEWELER

A. T. & S.,

F. Watch Inspector

,

g

g

provement everywhere and. will commend us for desiring to Improve con:'i.:';H T.v'Hii::-'ditions.
,
"Is it a reflection to a. city to have
a police court and officers of the
law? Is it a slur upon a city to have
a street and park improvement association? Does it indicate that we are
a grossly ignorant city that wo have
a library hoard and a school board?
If it is a recommendation to us to
have these things, why is It not also
a recommendation to have an organization to aid in the Improvement of
'
moral conditions?
"This objection is aJi amusing one
to the most ..of us coming from the
source it does. It is a well known
fact that a majority of the people who
recently, adopted a resolution stating
that this was a slur oii' the community
Were doing their best to stage a prize
fight here only about two years ago.
We venture that one hundred papers
held Las Vegas up to ridicule because of that for, every one which will
misjudge us because we have a Law
and Order league! 'O consistency indeed thou art a jewel!'
"The objection is also made that
this is a dir3 plot against the personal liberty of the Hebrew people, especially in playing cards for prizes.
For one I am willing to join Dr. Landau in a petition to the next legislature asking that an exception be made
law in
in our present
favor of those Hebrew women who
wish to play cards for prizes. I want
it distinctly understood, however, that
Methodist ladies shall not he exempt.
"The Hebrew people are indeed to
'

'

'

anti-gambli-

be commended for their sobriety. So
are the Mohammedans.
There are
racial vices. We all know that each
of these have their vices,' though
drunkenness Is hardly a racial Vice
ami
with them as with us
some others.
But being strong tfJ
this particular ought they not to Wip
those who are weak in their willingness and ability to resist the appetite
for liquor? We have no reliable statistics to offer, but it seems very
strange to us that Solomon' and some
of the other Old. Testament authors
had so much to say about the evils
of strong drink if in their day there
was on an average of only one drunkard per. .year.- In, spite of the well
known prtbriety of this race we question the 'statement that 'The J.ewish
people Is the oldest on earth and the
most sober. In 5,000 years we have
assuredly-n- ot
produced 5,000 drunkards.' It would at least be interesting
to know how many drunkards there
are at the present moment among
these people in New York City.
"In conclusion Dr. Landau asks the
question: 'When will men learn that
a people is not made sober or moral
by acts of parliament, or the establishment of law and order societies? We
answer, never, so long as facts prove
that acts of parliament and law and
order societies do help mightily. Of
course no law prohibits absolutely. A
murder Is committed occasionally notwithstanding our prohibition of that
crime. But does anyone suppose that
the law and penalty against murder
has no effect in limiting the number
.
of murders?"
Anglo-Saxon-
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QeneralJy trwe tyle changes rather slowly,
showing a gradual development from one season

to the next,
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Owing to several well defined

primary

jcauses the styles for Spring 1914 differ radically
from those of ..any; previous season.
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it a great pleasure to show and
styles 'to'ycur'
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Will you come III soon
'

and see them?
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PERSONALS

ST. GEORGE

A

WONDERFUL

ENJOYED BY

L. Dennis of Rociada came in
for a Bhort Tl&'ffiXM-Vegas-

S.

IS

ARTISTS

FOUR

yr

EGANS

yesterday,

NIGHT
SATURDAY
TO THE HIGHEST
EXPECTATIONS

J. E. Mossiman of Shoemaker, came THE PLAY
CAME UP
in last night for a short business visit
'

.'-'-

"

in Las Vegas.
Richard Dunn of Gascon cam in
yesterday evening for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
Rj R. McBride of Albuquerg.ue arrived In Las Vegas last right for a
few days' 'business visit
0. F. Shaw of Wichita, Kan, came
in last night and will remain here for
the next week on business.
Mrs. E. R. Russell left Saturday
right for Winslow, Ariz., where she
will visit for a short time.
Milnor Rudulph of Mora came in
busyesterday afternoon and will be a
the
for
Las
in
visitor
Vegas
iness
next few days.
Clem Cooney, the well known representative for the R. .T. Reynolds Tobacco comany, was a busiuesa visitor
In Las Vegas today.
A. B. Young of Albuquerque came In
last night from the Duke City for a
short business visit in Las Vegas. He
is employed by the Santa Fe Railway
company.
Mr. and Mrs. 6. W. Hereford returned last night from Kansas City,
M,o.t where they have been visiting for
several weeks with friends
tht
and .relatives.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for the Santa Fe Railway
company, left this afternoon for Galbusilup, where he will be on lega
several
ness for
days.
Rev. William Hines of Boulder,
Colo., returned to his home at that
place yesterday evening after having
visited friends and relatives in Las
Vegas for the. past several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Neivby left last
night for Kansas City, Mo,',' where they
will remain for the next two weeks.
Mr. Newby is employed in the local
offices of the Santa Fe Railway company.
Mr. afld Mrs. J. B. Cohn of Pasadena, Calif., arrived in Las Vegas last
night and will remain here for several
days as visitors. Mr. Cohn is a representative for a book concern of California.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bloom, owners of
the Hotel Romaine, will leave tomorrow night for Des Moines, la., where
they expect to remain. Miss Ivan
Bloom will also" leave 'in' a few days

Y

THE NAME APPLIED TO THEIR
COMPANY IS INDEED
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men and women
the wearing of
green tmom'v.
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JOHN W. HARRIS, Pres

REMARKABLE

last night

Leo;. Woodbury and A. R. Muesse'Lf
"Watrous were visitors In Las Vegas

HAD

MIMIC
1A.

''ITS

LAST GAME WITH LAS
LAS VEGAS EACH PLAYER
HIT THE 200 MARK

CITY E01T1CN.

PEOPLES. BANK''.'

kfilhLi

inn

Invites your account either Commercial or Savirs. , We pay 4
h
the
is
detailed
Following
of
score
counts, on ChccLinj Accounts 2 per cent
Ralph Parlette,
rpon descr
and: Talent, has the following to say St. 'George, Kas.,f In the latest boxball
r.
M.
Y.
the
C.
A.
which
with
game
aggregathe jour Artists ompany,
ill entertain the patrons of the Y. tion, 'a contest which was won by
'
''''
M. C. A. course at the Duncan opera the Jayhawkers:
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
1st
2d
3rd
To'l Ar
New York, Marhc 16. The main!
house Wednesday evening:
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
232 245 724 241
MUSIC
Custer
movement
Ar
Four
the
I traveled a week with
during the morning was
"
240 205 222 667 Z22
Taiuer
..'
cCO
to
downward, although fluctuations of in
tists company.
247 253 247 747 249
..'
Boyles
with
were
variance
at
dividual stocks
The word "artist" has been so denat
o
2
204 215 228 645 215
.
the general trend. Weakness of a few
ured that It hasn t much more com- Teague
157 230 205 592 197
Heath - .
'
issues exerted an influence elsewhere,
plexion than the word "talent."
o
.:."V.':-;Y.;checking, a, tendency of recent sellers
But this week with the Four Arvt
1095 1135 1X45 3375
cCO
and by noon the
to make
tists got the word back where it be
Total points, 3,375.
z
was
whole market
heavy.
PRESENTS
';"
longs.;
Individual average, 225.
3f
The pronounced weakness of KanAS
NEXT
came
ITS
LYCEUM NUMBER
Hoose
O
Van
Miss
Tomorrow evening another tele- sas and
Each evening
cto
Texas preferred gave rise to
m
out first to play the opening piano graphic boxball contest will be played rumors
concerning a possible change in
o
:2
solo. (.It didn't matter if the piano between the T. M. C. A. and St,
dividend
policy and the stock sold
to
had
She
occasion
teams
On
so
this
or
the
was good
George.
depraved
within a fraction of its low record for
lift the keys up with her fingers, the will be composed of ten people, five ten
Madame LILIAN RINGSDORF
years. New Haven was again at
cto
with each ag- O
'
peopteyhesan to sit up. They didn't young ladies playing
.tfie delay in
to
a
owing
'
disadvantage,
Soprano
'
1J;
to
,
of
kind
playing.
gfegatlori:
that
to
hear
o
A. A. Wilson of Fort Union was a expect
D
the company's negotiations with the
.:
and 3is: trx
FREDERICK
W.
"
breath
RICKEUSH
their
ushers
,
caught
The
2o
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
government. An early rise In the
held the ; rSPORTS FOR THE! WEEK
Baritone
, ,
W S.: Rose, representative for the quit seating people. They
stock! was utilized for selling, on
n
- ' '
c(O
while
Monday
the
in
back
hopper
Behindtiniers
Z3
1;
which the quotation was depressed
JACOB REUTER
Schillings Spice company of San
on.
vs.
for
G.
Gould
She
F.
was
Covey,
going
Jay
'
"
two points. Bonds were easy.
Fratictsco "was a" business visitor in that magic playing
Violinist
really, igot a hand world's court tennis championship, at
got a hand-rye- s,to a
continued
Las Vegas1 'today.;
tendencies
Reactionary
'.
Miss VAN HOOE
o
Postmaster F. O- - Blood returned last each eventafcK She sot , the kgyne Philadelphia.
fiint.il' well
into . the afternoon.
:'
55
Pianist
"Wildcat" Ferns vs. Eddie Johnson,
'
for the,, evening and
f.
iRock Island' collaterals were hammernight from Kansas City, Mo., and of quality high
D
on
20 rounds, at Pueblo, Colo.
that
ran
o
that
from
onthe
program
Wichita and Tope&a, Kan., where he
S
ed down a point. London and ContiA Treat for the Music Lovers of Las Vejfas
Maurice Thompson vs. Jack Collins,
enthusiasm.
with
growing
plane
the
for
business
on
beeti
.has
nental selling aggregated about 30,000
r
'legal
o
2
Now came Jacob Reuter, violinist 12 rounds, at Missoula,' Mont,
to
cw
past Week; i.i
shares.
vs.
10
Jo6
hearers.
Dundee
his
Sherman,
3
He
Johnny
recognizes
scarcely
Mrs. Josefita Casaus le Noyd of
The market closed steady. The late
'Sszlg
o
world consists of his violin and rounds, at Columbus, 0.
'
news was without inspiration for specGibson, near Gallup, Is here for a visit His
SO
on ssi3
Opera,'.
u
dif
vs. Jimmy Fox", 12
Monte
Attell
he
played
Each
himself.
evening
with her cousin, Probate Jude
ulative ventures, although it Included
to
the people held rounds, at Butte, Mont.
F.lostay
2
3
unfavorable comment on the steel
Tafoya, and his family. Mrs. ferent things, but
cCO
of
5
to
catch
Wednesday
pulse
every
trade and sales of some large railNoyd has not been in Las Vegas for their breath
MUSIC
MUSIC
out
of
show
MUSIC
MUSIC
bench
of
bow
MUSIC
annual
His
MUSIC
brings
Opening
those
o
strings.
a
15 vears. 'iiShe will be here about
road bond issues. Prices drifted idly
"
great tones and then his fingers glide Central Ohio Kennel club, Columbus except for a late upward spurt in New
month. "
. .Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Miller of the vvi to the highest notes. He plays O.
Haven. The list generally ended at
'
chords and har
Thursday
Valley Ranch came in yesterday morn pizzicato passages,
slight losses.
Jack Redmond vs. Joe Wellin io The last sales were:
with fillers delicate and yet
ing In their automobile and spent yes monies
eotten by a rounds, at La Crosse, Wis.
terday in this city. They returned niusnlpd with the iron
Amalgamated Copper
v, 73
Friday
to the Valley .Ranch last night and lifetime of work. His violin sings
100
.
Sugar
Willie Hoppe ys. George Sutton, for Atchison
9G
were accompanied by Misses Helen weeps, laughs and sighs with a soul
New
these 18.1 billiard championship, at
..163
Kelly and Kathryn Drake, who will that he has breathed into it'
Reading
94
remain at that place for a short time years. He plays a great many of his York.
Southern Pacific
American figure skating champion-ship- Union Pacific
and all the time
. . .157
Accompanied by his bride, 'formerly own compositions,
begin at New Haven, Conn.
Miss Julia Jaffa of Roswell, Joseph he. is playing he is just talking through
53
United States Steel
coast amateur boxing chamvoice
from
Pacific
seems
the
It
:.110
United States Steel, pfd
Danzlger Is expected to arrive home the strings.
at Los Angeles.
tonight from his wedding trip in the another and higher world, perhaps the pionship tournament,
Opening of annual bench show of
east. Mrs. Danzlger already has a music of heaven. Down in the audi
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
Jar Wisconsin Kennel club, at Milwaukee.
The undersigned, mayor of the City
large circle of friends here, made dur ence some are wiping tears, for
Saturday'
of Las Vegas, in the County of San
ing her extended visit last summer. cob's bow is sweeping their heart
Annual meeting of National Associa
Mr. Danzlger is a popular young man. strings. Again and again they bring
does
Miguel, State of New Mexico,
The friends of the couple expect to him back to the stage. Jacob is hap tion of Amateur Oarsmen, at New hereby give notice that an election
be at the station upon their arrival py. The sun only shines when his York.
will be held in the said City of Las
' '." ''
Tor Iowa.
Annual gymnastic championships of
rests on his violin.
chin
to
a
on the first Tuesday of April,
them
tonight
Vegas,
give
rousing
'
Miss Ada Brown and sister, Miss
Lillian Ringsdorf. The the Middle Atlantic A. A. U., at Phil A. D. 1914, the same being April 7th,
Madame
of
both,
Washington,
"Virginia Brown,
crowd has already surrendered and adelphia.
of said year, as provided by law, for
D. C, arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
..
Georges Carpentier vs. Joe Jean-nett- the purpose of electing the following
lies in the enchantment of real art.
"
I '
'
"
tourare
LAST BODY RECOVERED
and spent today here. They
20
France.
at
rounds
i
comes
"
Paris,
Sc when the soprano
smiling
officers, towit:
city
this
left
afternoon
16.
St.
west,
and
March
the
The
Louis,
thirtieth on the stago, she gets a great cheer. United North and South championing
One mayor for said city for the
for Arizona.
and what Is believed to be the last She has been
getting that cheer right ships golf toilrnameint for women term of two years; one city clerk for
H. L. Galles and Walter Weinman, body wasj-emovefrom the ruins of
";;
along these years since she 'began in opena at PihehorstN. C.
the terrn of two years.
reresentativea for the, Haynes
the Missouri Athletic club today. The
orwith
toured
and
symphony
opera
One city treasurer for the term of
Alfrom
bile, came in Saturday night
body was identified as that of William
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
she smiles a grateful
yet
chestras,
two
years.
buquerque for a short business visit A. Hunick, a civil engineer employed smile. A
Chicago, March1' 16. Windy, dry
woman she laindOne
alderman for the First ward
pretty
Mr. Weinman returned to Albuquerque by the Missouri Pacific railroad.
so with even a more beautiful weather in Kansas had a "bullish In- for a term of four years.
eed
reMr.
will
while
nfelit,
Gabies
last
Then she pours forth a fluence today on wheat. The trade
disposition.
One aldermau for the Second ward
main here for several day!.
voice that soars big, was uneasy over
possible serious for a term of four years.
soprano
great
James Cook returned last night from
TAFT IS BUSY
clear and sweet so big it carries all harm from the blowing out of the winOne alderman for the Third ward
Los Angeles, Calif., where he has been
Minneapolis," Minn., March 16. Five with it, and people down the street ter crop in districts where the soil for a term of four
years, v
for the past two weeks acting as the days of activities were begun here by
One alderman for the Fourth ward
stop to listen. Later In the program is not tenacious. No rain seemed to
local
the
for
Fraternal
former President Taft on his arrival she cornea out to read short numbers, be in prospect for a week In the southrepresentative
for a term of four years. :
Brotherhood lodge at a meeting of the this morning. The prime reason for
children's pieces like the "Moo Cow," west. Opening prices, which were un
Done tills 16th day of March, A. D.
Mr.
Cook reports that Mr. Taft's coming was to deliver four
grand lodge.
cent lower, were fol 1914,
changed to
make a .big hit.
that
the meeting was successful in every lectures before the University of A
bis man comes to the stage. He lowed by an all around advance. The
TtOBERT J. TAUPERT,
Minnesota law school.
way.
is bic in height, big in girth, big In close was nervous at a range of a Attest:
Mayor "of Said City.
UP. compared with
CHAS. TAMME,
countenance, and as he stands majes- shade off to
Jefferson Reynolds, President
tically there a Wg cheer greets him. Saturday night's close.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice Fresident
'City Clerk.
S. B. Davis, Vice rregident.
on
Active
the
buying
F. W. KickbWah, the fourth of the
part of leading
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant CosMt-r- .
FoUr Artistg'and their manager, Sends houses put strength into corn. The i,l
GOULD GAINS LEAD
forth that ponderous voice that push- strength of wheat was an incentive '"Philadelphia, March' 16. Jay Gould,
es out the walls, and yet Is so sweet, After opening unchanged to 4 cent the American and English amateur
"ih. 1
clear and sympathetic. Few of us up, the market scored a further gain. court, tennis champion, gained a com
net lower manding lead In the first day's play of
have ever heard such a robust bari- - The clotse was steady at
.'shade
to
advance.
a
of
or
ever
the
his match with George F. Covey of
ktone,
singing
enjoyed
r;.j M
a man so well. Like the Victor dog .'There, was an absence f, of gelling England, the professional champion,
at the phonograph, we hear the mas- pressure in oats., Accordingly prices for the open championship of the
ter's voice, and there comes a rap- climbed with wheat and corn.
world. The American expert won all
Plentiful receipts of hogs lowered four of the sets played,
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
turous response.
Mrs. Nevada
tfco
No matter how long the program provisions. First sales ranged from
i. The title will go over to the play- runs perhaps Reuter again appears, 2'& 5 cents to 7 down and the mar- er who- wins the first seven sets. The
"There is Just one way to make your cakea rise high and evenly
to rise before a cruat is formed ad the Jtattar. jsv
to get an ovation, perhaps JlijiSJorf ket later gave but
sign of a ally, inktoli' will be resumed on Wednesday.
:tha.
,f etsffened
; ;
by cooking."
and Kiekfoush appear in 'iSue'ts the Iti- The closing sales
;
terest grows and tho enthusiasm rises i Wheat, May ZXA;. July 88.
LEACH GETS OLD JOB :
'jlfusinjf a gas, gasoline or oil stove, liehtyocroven when you put.
In. every depa-rtmpin- t
"
cf J:.f.!..;.-.-'
'
tW cake in and keep the flame low until the cake has doubled in bulkp
67
;
;
Corn,
18. Captain Tommy
Chicago,-MarcMay
:
July 67.
,
higher.
then increase the hea until it is evenly browned and will respond to
1
Oats May 39&;,. July .39;
watched
Each n ight for a wet
Loach wiH pet "back' his Old place at
V.' thepr&suVAof th finfeer. , If Mng a eoal or
..,
range, leave-hoPork, May $2UVlVi July $21.65.
an audience lilted out of itself into
third baseand Heine Zimmerman will
oven door open until the cake is In; then turn on the drafts and by
the higher realms of music with deLard, MayJ10.77r Julr $10.97, play shortsto'p when' the' Chicago Na
the time the oven is at baking temperature, the eako will have
"
tionals take the field next month, acRibs, May 511.52; July $11.62.
raised sufficiently.''
light. I heard the crowd saying as it
,
"
went home there on the street, where
r
cording to an announcement of the
For rich, moist, feathery cakes Mrs. Briggs always recommends
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
team's makeup telegraphed' by Managthe common thing is to hear
Kansas City, March
"How'd you like it?"
er O'Day today from Jacksonville,
7,000. Market 10 cents lower. Fla. Good, Schulte ami Johnstone will
in
" I
Jones
the
.Molly
"Why
Presbyte
rian choir can do that well," sayiii as Bulk $8.408.65; heavy $8.60S.70; compose the outfield.
it went home from the Four Artiats packers and butchers
$8.608.70;
.
'
concert:
CHICAGO HOTEL KUPXIR
"Wasn't it wonderful? O, I lights $8.408.60; pigs $7.B08.
rr;-or.r.,1
double
is
It
2
t
acting
! 1
wioh we could have that kind of
Cattle, receipts 11,000. "Market steaYoa can open and cKra the oven C
turn
Chicago, March lC..Tolni 3i.
fed
steers
music."
Prime
some
KoeUers
in
war,
tlo
oven
Jack''
or
the
dy.,.
around
$7.S09.3S;
tin
lw
triytl.:: t) .3
And not a lino,, of runtime .on th dressed beef steers $7.0.00-8.50west to court" tartly to stand i. ',:.'.
necessary, without any danger cf ir.r.kiiit; tho
'
cake fall
programeverything classic! Not one era steers $78.75; southern" stcors charge' of hiiae murdered Mrs. Em
Try your favorite cake next time vith K C BaJkJa
thing on tho program to bait the $fi.G0ffi8.25;' cows $1.35.f7.73; heif- ma Kraft, a Cincinnati widow, wlio
Powder and see how much higher it wi'l rise. Make it
crowd and got the guffaw, hut a real ers $8.759; stackers mid feeders was found beaten to death- in her
just as you always do, with the same c .ntity of baking
$6 7. 50: calves $5.50 room in the Saratoga hotel ia tliis
muak'al uplift.
$S.508; bulls
While K C is less expensive loan the ol i
powder.
'
No wonder Harry Harrison said:
10.50.
baking powders, it has even preater leavening
city On November 14, 1912.
2u.J
Jfferf
etrcngth and it is guaranteed pure and healthful.
Market who was suspocted of tbo crime, eliiii-- i
"Kicliibush, don't cWtge " a lino of
Sheep, receipts 10,009.
i
your program. I lam going to Rend strong to 10 'cents higher. Lambs
, Try a can and be convinced
i
until a month siro, vhex
you over the United states as a music- $7.25?T.85; yearlings $6.2507: we- In 1 u I aid in
Fnuielsico and
al missionary."
i i ii this citv for trial.
thers $5.50ff6; ewes $r.2S5.85.
n
"

The play "Freckles," which was
given' Saturday night at the Duncan
opera lionise1, proved to be one of the
best fcroduetions. of. this season. The
shoW'-wA- s
attended by a fair sized audience,, but not large enough, however,
for the quality' tpf the play, which deserved a large attendance.
The play deals with the life experiences of a bay ' nicknamed Freckles.
The experiences of this lad In a lumber camp prove interesting and later
Lis love affairs form an interest center in the play. The entire production is well balanced. It was hugely
enjoyed toy all who saw It.
Special praise is due for the scenic
effects oL this, show, which undoubtedly Vera fthion the ' besfiy.er shown
; ."'
;
in this city."
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ADVER

cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
ay
lines
All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
corder. '
Cash In advlnce preferred,
judges and clerks of said election and
LOCAL TIME CARD
designate the polling places at which LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
NO. S, ROYvotes may be cast at said election,
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- Now Therefore be it Resolved
by
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
the City Council of the City of Las
"'
' '
f each
nr..
mnnfh
1.
Arrive
Depart
Vegas, New Mexico, that the following
T 9
f .
Cemple at 7:30 p. m. p No, I.
IT
7:20 p. m.... . 7:45 p. tt
named persons be and constitute, and
ftvf A. Brlnairar
vt a . n n No. 4.
11:64 p. m... ,ll:D9 p. n
they are hereby appointed as the
t
. 2:30 a.
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.
2:25 a. m
judges and clerks of said election in
No. 10.,.. 1:35 p. m.... . 2:00 p. &
the various wards of said city, and I. O. O. P. LAS venue
...
West Bound
.vwue INW.
that the following placeB in said wards
.
.
Meets
every
Mnnrfa,
Arrive
M.
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN
Depart
ax
be and are hereby designated as poll their
oiwmg
hall on sixth street All
No. 1..
1:35 p. cv
1:10
p. m....
visiting
ing places,
-- .vcu
6:35 a. m.... 6:40 a. a
coroiauy inviteft to attend, No. 8..
First Ward
No. 7..
4:20 p. ra.... 4:30 p. &
Judges of Election R. B. Rice, Geo.
, No.
(i.:- T. M. Rlwnnrl 2.r,i.
..
6:35 p. m.... 7:00 p.
ii.ari
E. Morrison, Wm. Harper.
ovciorjr;
mMA
Worfw
, , w.
.
litnwumr' 1 - w tt. j
HUSTLJiNG man or woman represent
Clerks of Election John E. Mc
vvuiorav iruBiee.
ative wanted in each locality, 18 to Guire, N. 0. Hermann.
50 years of age, to. join this society - Polling
place Revell's carpenter B. P. O. ELKS Meets
and Introduce our memberships; shop, on Seventh street.
fourth Tuesday eveninr of
part or full time, $50 to $500 a '
8econd Ward
month Elks' home on Ninth atnut
month; every member you recon
Judges of Election John Shank, Dr. Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
mend gives you a steady Income F. E. Olney, H. B. Hubbar.,
are coraiaiiy invited. Got. Wm. J.
each month thereafter; honorable
Clersfc of Election N. B. Roseberry,
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
and dignified engagement; expert Pete Linn.
oecretary.
ence is not required; only one apSilver
Polling place City Hall.
pointment in each locality; hurry
Third Ward
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURand be the first to apply. Write
-iuse
Judges of Election H. G. Coors,
ITY COUNCIL NO.
2390Meets in
the I. L. U., 1253, Covington, Ky.
Pete Murphy, A. D. Hlggins.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth
street, on the
Clreks of Election Thomas Lipsett,
EMPRESS
first and third Mondays of each
WANTED A man to take charge of Wm.
Shillinglaw.
8
month
at
m.
p.
our business in Las Vegas and vi
Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Polling place Public Library.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
cinity; splendid opportunity for the
,
Fourth Ward
President; A. D. Tillman. Finan,
right man. ; Write Grand Union Tea
Judges of Election Wm. Sparks, cier; Mrs. A. V.
It ' giving you
Morrow, LoCai Deputy,
Company, Colorado Springs, for par A. T. Rogers, Sr. Jose Bustos.
"
aus
Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
ticulars.
a present for do
Clerks of Election F. J. Wesner, E.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
R. Russell.
1
ing something
East Las Vegas, N. M.
LADY OR GENTLEMAN fair educa
Polling place Corner seventh and
tion, to act as our representative In Main.
you 'd do tny
la s
1
L. o. O. MOOSE Meets second
home town. Exclusive territory
ant
way when you
Adopted this 11th day of March, A.
fourth
unnee. given.
Selling experience
Thursday evening eacl
D. 1914.
learn how Much
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitlm
cessary. We furnish capital. Show
Approved:
BeferEMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
you how to build permanent busi
ROBERT J. TADPERT,
ness that should pay $2,000.00 first
Davis,
A.
p.
Linn
Dictator;
FLOUR rtalb is. I
Attest:
Secretary
Mayor,
year. Staple line. Our booklet,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
CHAS. TAMME, Cleric
Made by GER"How to Start In Business for YourI. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
MAN
PROCESS
self" explains all, Free on request. State of
day of the month In the vestry roonu
Ohio, City of Toledo,
Address Box 1599, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lucas County,
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
bs.
ONE COUPON FROM
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he m.
Visiting brothers are cordially In
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
is
senior
firm
of
F.
of
tne
J
WANTED Representative
partner
our
for
FIVE
& Co., doing business in the vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charl
STAMPS
firm, one that is interested in fruit Cheney
BRINGS YOU THE
City of Toledo, county and State afore Greenclay, Secretary.
for
our high said, and that said firm will pay the
growing preferred,
SPOON
IT S
grade nursery stock. The Denver sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS MODERN WOODMEN OF
HNUINE WM.
AMERICA
for
and
each
case
of
Catarrh
4100
every
West 46th
Nursery Company,
Meet In the Forest of Brotherb
ROGERS &
that cannot be curea by the use of
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.
A A
Love at Woodmen oi the- World hali
SONS'
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
STANDARD
FRANK J. CHENEY,
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
WANTED Three or four furnished
Sworn to before me and subscribed
SILVER
rooms or furnished houe. Address in my presence, this 6th day of Decem each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Sonsul; o. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
ber, A. D. 1886.
"Room." Optic.
A. W. GLEASON,
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visttin
(Seal)
FRENCH.
Notary Public, members are especially welcone anc
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
I REY(STER- invited.
cordially
;
SmIs
nally and acts directly upon the blood
v
LING) FINISH
and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for testimonials, free.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBU8, COUNFOR SALE Good paying business;
J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804, Meet
second and
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
small capital required; great snap
can be o- Take Hall's Family Pills for consti ourth Thursday to o. R. ci hall,
y
for right man. See A. H. Harris,
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
pation.
612 Lincoln avenue.
this
tained in
city from
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
ATTOKNBY8
G. K.; Frank Angel, T, S.
FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at
HUNKER & HUNKER
home kind. Phone Purple 5623. George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
Attorneys-at-Lab.ZOo psr 1SS Eka
2,000 lb.f or Mors, Each Del very
Las Vegas.
New Men.
lea
,M.25o psr
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 Ibs Each Delivery
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red
-- S3o per 1SS lis
200 Iba, to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
eggs for setting 75o and $1.00 per Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
..4c par 1M Iba
60 lbs, to 203 lbs. Each Delivery
setting of 15. Day old R. I. Red
MRS, OLLIE SHEARER
MMls par IH Um.
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913 Lin- General Massage, Hair and Scalp
coln avenue.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl-- .
cure, Chiropody.
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
Steam Laundry Building
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c; $1
Harvesters, Btorers, aad Distributors of Nataral lea, tta Parla
Phone Vegas 128
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R. Office Honrs: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
LaaUng Qualities of Whiei Ear Blada Las Vejas ramema.
OFFICE 781 DOUGLAS AVENUE
I. strong
d
cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.
DR. F. BJHUXMANN
Dentist
BABY CHJCKS, 10c. Rhode Island Reds
Dental work of any description at
and Barred Rocks. ' Safe delivery
moderate prices
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- Room 1, Center Block, Tel Mala It'
2J
age City, Kansas.
East Las Veeas. New Mexico
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It Will Be

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets every Monday nigfct
A. M. Regular com- munication first and O. R C. hall, on Doiiglae aveovs t
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are Me
RESOLUTION NO. 133
acb. month. Visiting dially welcome
J. C. Werti, Fi
A.V
A resolution relating to the city
in- dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C, B- brothers
cordially
election to be held in the City of Las
vited. Guy M. Cary, w. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
Vegas, state of New Mexico, on the
Petten, Secretary,
7th day of April, A. D. 1914, appointF. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
and
ing judges and clerks of election,
LAS VEGAS COMMANOERY, NO. t,
day evenings each month at Woo
designating polling places.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordialKNIGHTS
Reg-ila- r
TEMPLA8
Whereas, a city election wll be held
concUT
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas .
a TumIn the City of Las Vegas, State
of
m
W.
eaca
P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
aoentk
Ma
at
New Mexico on the 7th day of April,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
A. D. 1914, and
M. smith, B. C; Chaa.
Tamme, ReWhereas, it is necessary to appoint
Modern furnished rooms
with board if dteslred. 710 Grand.

TISEMENT!

C)

o

Six room cottage, bath,
electrio lights. 710 Lincoln, Apply
T. Foster, 5064 Grand.

FOR RENT

L

HESTADBANt 'AND CAFI

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THS BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

TWO furnished rooms for light house
keeping. Modern except heat No
sick. , T. J. Carvill, 810 Lincoln.
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brass candlestick from the
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Guerriere capture
frUvito Coiistitution In. tli'
IS12, $3 fnr a cblna cr,ii
In Jofftrson Davis' lnv
$31 for a cutgluss
poet Whlttier and
whalo oil burn"
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or YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
f you

1

(
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For

ALL GROCERS

SETAIL PMCES

m

AGUA PUBA C0F.IPAHY

May-hatche-

J

WHITE ' Wyandotte day old chicks.
Mrs. M, E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas.
Telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dillon, Agent, East Las Vegas. '
FOR

SALE

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
W W BOWERS
E. A. JONES
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FOR SALE! Seven room brick bouse,
'
best location on Seventh street; if
you want a bargain
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STRAlt TOPICS FROM
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

PRESERVES

SALT

TIMBER

m

YEARS
New York, March. 16.The rapidity
with which some men have accumulated immense fortunes in the moving
picture business' the past few years
makes the days of the gold rush almost tame in comparison. Marcus
lew, the head of the syndicate which
took over 200 moving picture and vaudeville theaters at one stroke of the
pen, the other day, was a fur merchant in a small way when he became
Interested in the "movies" scarcely
a dozen years; ago. Today he is rated
many times a millionaire and is by
long odds the biggest man in the moving picture business in the entire
world. The career of one of Mr.
lioew's partners in the new syndicate
la also illustrative of the Midas-lik- e
touch, of the films.
Nine, years ago
this young man was selling peanuts
in an amusement park In Chicago.

in this city, was put up by the New
York Women's League for Animals,
of whichi Mrs, James Speyw is president. It will accommodate 24 horses,

31 dogs, 12 cats and six birds. This
is about the proportion in which the
animals are brought in. The hospital
Is conveiently located la the downtown section of the city. The building
Is of four stories and contains the
latest improvements in every form for
the treatment, of animals, including
painless electrocution for those whose
cases are hopeless. There are segre
gated wards for contagious diseases
and a diet kitchen where proper food
is prepared for the patients.

LAKE
AT
SALT
EXPERIENCE
LIKELY WILL LEAD TO A NEW
WOOD PICKLING METHOD

MONDAY,

MARCH

1914.

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
United States of America,
State of New Mexico, ss.
It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript qf the Certificate of Incorporation of Las Vegas Amusement
Company (No. 7807) with the endorse
ments thereon, as same appears on
file and of record in the office of the
State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the
Chairman and Clerk of said
Commission have hereunto
eet their hands and affixed
the. seal of said Commission,
(SEAL)
at the City of Santa Fe, on
thia Tenth day pf March,

In replacing a railroad trestle re
cently burned along the north shore
of Great Salt Lake, engineers have
A. D. 1914,
just found1 that the piles are still per Attest:
M. S. GROVES.
43
years of service.
fectly sound after
EDWIN F.COARD,
Chairman.
since
these
the
for
cause,
Looking
Clerk.
were only of local pine and fir, they
found the timbers were Impregnated
ARTICLES! OF INCORPORATION OF
throughout with salt from the lake.
LAS VEGAS AMUSEMENT
18
inch
At another point on the lake,
COMPANY
piles, set 29 years, are similarly preWe, the undersigned, itlzens of
served with, salt which has penetrated
the United' States of America, and
Farmers and others who live at a to their very center. Timbers in the subscribers
to the. Capital Stock of
distance from a drug store should keep Southern Pacific trestles across Salt
the Las Vegas Amusement Company,
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
to
ibs as
in 1902, appear
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed Lake, placed
being desirous to form a corporation
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores. good as on the day when the piles Under and in pursuance to the Laws
sprains ana rheumatism. It is a pow were driven. They have been preserv of the State of New Mexico, and har.
This calls to mind the good fortune erful healing and penetrating remedy. ed well above water line toy the salt
Ing associated ourserves together for
of another man who', got in on the Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold dashe.on to them by the waves, a
that
purpose, have prepared and here
Co.
Adv.
ground floor in tUe moving picture by Central Durg
fact 'Apparently anticipated by the en by adopt the following articles of in
, business.
This man had a Jittle ofgineers who built the trestles.
corporation:
fice down in Nassau street, where for TERRE HAUTE MAYOR ON TRIAL
The first transcontinental telegraph
Article 1,
Terre
16.
March
Four
Ind.,
Haute,
many years foe had eked out a bare
line, built before the railroad, extendThe name of this corporation shall
livelihood dealing in magic lanterns more defendants in the Terre Haute ed west from Salt Lake City through
be Las Vegas Amusement Company.
and slides. Occasionally ne made a election fraud cases, in which peveral the
prosperous mining camps of EureArticle 2.
obtainconviction
been
have
already
but
the most of his work was in
sale,
and Virginia City. When
Austin,
ka,
The
and objects for which
purposes
In
court
were
ed,
arraigned'
today for
the repair line. The motion picture
the railroad was 'built,, the telegraph this corporation is formed are the
trial.
the
defendants
Among
present
machines, being a development of the
M. Roberts, mayor of the line was transferred to follow its right running and operating of moving picmagio lantern In a way, naturally is Donn
of way and the old. poles sawed off at ture shows and theaters, and the runattracted his attention. From the: city. The Indictments against Roberts the
ground. An engineer who recently ning and operating of Opera Houses
newspapers he learned that the cel and the three others charge them examined the 'butts left in the
ground and public halls and the doing of anywith
for
false
conspiracy
registration
luloid films frequently exploded in the
in the salt desert near Fish Springs thing necessary In the carrying on
machines and endangered the lives of and the hiring of repeaters.
found that, although 50 years haa pass and prosecution of a general amuse
the operators and caused panics in
ed since the poles were cut off, the ment and ehow business; also the
the audiences. So the little magic Special "Health Warning" for March
buying, owning, selling and leasing of
March is a trying month for the old butts were perfectly sound.
lantern dealer put on his thinking cap
and for elderly people..
Telephone and electric companies in buildings and real estate, and in gen
and in a few days he devised a simple very young
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and the Salt Lake valley have used the lo
hood to cover the machine and ren- pneumonia are to be feared
and avoid cal
salt for preserving poles. When
ed.
the
film
der
Foleys Honey and Tar is a great
explosions harmless. He
set up, aibout 75 pounds of Bait is
patented the device and soon was re- family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a coid placed around the pole on the ground.
ceiving big royalties from the motion and
relieve Inflamed and congested This method can not be used, when
picture machine manufacturers. With air passages. It Is safe, pure
ana al
the profits thus derived he went Into ways reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Retl the pole is on or near a lawn, or in
any place where vegetation is desired.
the business of producing films and Cross Drug Store. Adv.
It. is pointed
out that the reasol.
now it is said he has at mnes as many
CUT LOOSE FROM MEXICANS
as 1,000 actors and actresses employwhy the waters of Salt Lake act as
Fort Worth, Texas, March 16. The a strong preservative, as distinguished to perform before his cameras.
connection heretofore existing be- ed from ocean waters, Is because the
No woman has been wined and tween the Odd Fellow's lodges of Tex- lake water is so much saltier, heing
lined with greater frequency by hos- as and Mexico will probably be sever- practically a saturate solution. Pre
pitable New York than Mrs. Arthur ed as a result of action to be taken servation with salt is of no use in
at the annual meeting of the Texas ocean piling against the attacks of
Paget, who is making one of her
visits to her native city. 'It Grand Lodge, which assembled here toredoa and other marine borers.
is now many years since Mrs. Paget todffy for a three days' session. Three
Experts in the forest service who
married and went to London, where lodges of. the I. O. O. F. have been have been investigating the preserva
'
she soon became one of the most established in Mexico, one at Tor- - tive treatment of timber offer the sugreon and two in the City of Mexico. gestion that ties and poles which have
hostpopular of the
esses. But despite her long residence The Torreon lodge was . suspended been immersed for some time in the
abroad she has ever kept in close and the, two in the City of .Mexico waters of the lake ought to be Imouch with the frienda and associates have suffered considerably on account
pervious to decay if the salt is not
of her girlhood days In New York. As 6f the revolution. If released from leached out by the action of the eleMary Flske Stevensbetter known as the jurisdiction of the Texas Grand ments. It has been- suggested that
"Minnie" she wag the leader of "The Lodge the Mexican lodges will be at- this can be guarded against, for examBouncers," a set of pretty New York tached to the sovereign grand lodge. ple, by painting the butt of the pole
girls of long ago who were given adwith a coat of creosote which will keep
ditional fame by the clever pen of the
out the moisture and keep in the salt.
late Lawrence Olyphant. Her parents,
Mr. and Mrs.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
belonged
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
to the intellectual and cultured as well
For constipation, Chamberlain's Tabas to the very wealthy section of New
lets are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
and gentle in effect, mve them a trial
s
York society. Mrs.
Warranty Deeds
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
had a salon to which were welcome
U. S. A. to Vicente Jimenez, Aug.
all the clever foreigners whom busi- 16. 13; 160 acres in sec. 19, twp. 15,
MILITIA OFFICER ON TRIAL
ness or pleasure brought to this city, range 21.
Indianapolis, Ind., March. 16. Much
and her young daughter had many
U. S. A. to Eugenio Gonzales, Feb.
is manifested In militia ciropportunities of seeing members of 17, 14; 160 acres in e.. 22, twp 13, interest
cles In the case of Sergeant Edwin
the great European world of which range 22.
Ball, of the Indiana National Guard,
she was later to become a component
U. S. A. to Roman Quintana, May
who was arraigned in the criminal
part,
23, 13; 160 acres in sees. 5 and 8,
coiirt here today to stand trial on a
V
twp. 17, range 12.
of having shot and killed WalThe eyes of all women interested
U. S. A, to Ricardo Valencia!, May charge
ter
a private in the guard.
Dowell,
In the game of lawn tennis are now 23, 12; 160 acres In sec. 6, twp. 17,
occurred last July while
The
killing
turned toward the Seventh regiment range 12,
the militia was in camp at Fort Benarmory courts in this city, where the
S.
U.
A. to Miguel Lamy, May 23,
Dowell
Annual tournament for the women's 13; 160 acres in sec. 8, twp 12, range jamin Harrison near this city.
was suspected of smuggling liquor Innational indoor championships was 23.
to the camp ,and Sergeant Ball was
U. S. A. to James D. Johnston, Nov.
opened today and will be 'continued
to hunt. for him In the city and
week.
the
The per- 4, 13; 319.40 acres la sec. 3, twp 12, sent
through
coming
him under arrest, He arrested
place
fection of the arrangements and the range 23.
Dowell
and started for the camp with
large and representative entry list
May Hays to Juliana Montoya, May him. On the
way Dowell leaped from
combine to give promise of one of 26, 1897;
$23 lot in town of Las
to escape. Ball
the
and
car
attempted
most
successful tournaments of Vegas.
.the
fired and fatally wounded him. Tie
the kind in somei years. The chamMartin Reiff et ux to II. II.
gave rise to ft controversy as
pionship titles in both singles and
Feb. 27, 14; 240 acres sees. 20 killing
to whether the accused officer should
doubles are to be decided. Miss Marie and 13, twp.,16, range 17 and IS;
be tried by the criminal court or by
Wagner, the present champion, is to
a
Judge Mar-kemilitary
defend her title against the most exAbeiina R. de Baca to Elenita D. de
take
should
decided
the
trial
that
pert of the women racquet wielders Baca, June 1, 1898; lot and house In
place in the criminal court.
of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Las Vegas.
Washington and several other cities.
Roaman Quintana to J. N. Harrison,
Take HERBINE for indigestion, It
June 11, 13; 160 acres in sees. 5 and relieves
the pain in a few minutes and
Quite the most notable weddings of 8, twp. 17, range 12; $1.
forces the fermented matter which
he Lenten season took place this aftRichardo Valencia to J. E. Harrison, causes the misery ruto the bowels
ernoon in the chapel of St. Bartholo- June 9, 13;, land in sec. 6, twp. 17, where it is expelled. Price 50e. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
mew's church, the contracting parties range 12; $1.
j
Miss
and
Henry
neing
Emily Rogers
Miguel Lamy et ux to J. W. HarMEET
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Kelly Brent. The bride belongs to rison, June 7, 13; land ia sec. 8, twp.
16. .Nearly
March
one of the oldest New York families.
Pa.,
Scranton,
$1.
thousand
one
She is a daughter of the late Mr. and
photographprofessional
Vicente
Jiminez et ux to R. F.
DelaMrs. Henry Pendleton Rogers and a Jimenez,
May 12, 13; house and lot ers of Pennsylvania, Maryland,
ware and the District of Columbia
granddaughter of the late Nathaniel in Las Vegas; $1.
Pendleton Rogers, wstle on her mothSostenes Romero et ux to Victor have gathered in this city for the
er's side she descends from the well Martinez, March 5, 14; lot 1, block eighteenth annual convention of their
known Shillito family of Cincinnati. 52, Buena Vista
association. The sessions will conadd; $25.
Mr. Brent, the bridegroom, Is a son
R. A. Morley et ux to Juliuis Wat-tyn- tinue through the week and will inof Mrs. Charles Scott Brent of LexingJan. 9, 1909; lot 17, block 7, clude numerous lectures and addresston, Ky. He is a Harvard graduate Newark; $20.
es on professional topics. The photoand a prominent member of the southare displaying hundreds of
graphers
Claim
Deeds
Quit
ern society of this city.
Domingo Hays to Adela Hays, Sept. the finest, specimens of their art at
the exhibition which is being held in
22, 13; lot in town Las Vegas; $1.
New York's new $100,0(10 hospital
W. H. Comstock to S. C. Wester-mnn- , connection with the convention.
for animals is now in full operation.
Feb. 25, 14; land in sec. 22. twp.
The iiiMilniiuii, (he firwt of its kind
16, rang
Eubieribe for The Optic.
17; $1.
I

16,

n

a.i,

eral to do and perform any
j
acts ana tilings that are or may Lei
i
)
THEY will be Inn,
necessary or incident to the carrying
men and womim
out of the aforesaid objects or any or in-- ,
in-- )
the wearing
either of them.
shai
tomorrow.
Article 3.
admii.
That the total capital stock of this price
company shall be Ten Thousand been apt
($10,000.00) Dollars, which shallbe stockholder,
divided into One Hundred (100) shares or assignee BhZ
of the par value of One Hundred and dispose ,of
CITY EDITION.
($100.00) Dollar's each, and said cor stock to any person
poration shall commence business
The directors of this
"
with a capital stock of Ten Thousand shall have power and it shall be
his
($10,000.00) Dollars.
duty to sell and dispose of the sharea-The rights, privileges, conditions of stock which may be transferred as 19
and limitations following shall attach aforesaid, to the corporation, whena,
i
to the shares aforesaid, that is to say: ever, in their
.
r
Judgment, It may be known to
be
the
descri
L Any shareholder or stockholder done with
persons
safety and' advantage to and who
executed the foregolrr
of this corporation who ehall be desir the corporation.
strument and severally aclmowlet
ous of selling any of his shares, the
2. That it shall ba the duty of the
executor or administrator
of anv Board of Directors of this corporation that tta(y executed ne same aa th
shareholder or stockholder, deceased, to cause to be printed upon the back free act and deed for the purpose arsu.
and the grantee or assignee of any of every certificate of stock of this uses therein set out.
Witness my hand and notarial seat
shareholder of this corporation sold corporation the
provisions contained the
day and year in this certificate
on execution shall cause such shares in
one (1) of article three
first above written.
of stock respectively to be appraised (3) of this certificate of
incorporation.
GEORGE IL HUNKER,
by the directors of this corporation,
Article 4.
which it shall be their duty to do on
Notary Public "
The
term
for
which
this
corporaCommission
My
expires on the 9ts
request, and upon the failure of said
directors to agree upon said appraised tion ia to exist shall be fifty (50) day of June, A. D. 191C.
,Sea!
from the date hereof.
Endorsed : No. 7,807. Cor. Rcc'd.
value, ''the said appraisment shall be years
Article 5.
Vol 6, Page 255, Certificate of Incor
made by some person mutually agree
The principal place of business and poration of Lag Vegas Amusement
able and satisfactory tQ the majority
of the directors, and shall thereupon principal office of this corporation Is Company.
Filed Jn. Office of state.
offer the same to said directors for at the city of Las Vegas in San Mi Corporation Commission of New Mex
the use of tha corporation at such ap- guel County in the1 State of New Mex- ico, Mar. 10, 1914; 9:30 a. m. 13d wits.
praised value, and if said directors ico, and the agent of this corporation F. Coard, Clerk.
shall choose to take such shares of in charge of said office is Nestor
Compared EDO to JJO.
stock of this corporation for the use Hoffman, whose postofflce address is State of New Mexico,
of the corporation, such shareholder East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
County of San Miguel, sa.
or stockholder, executor, administratI hereby certify that this instru
Article 6.
or or assignee, shalf, upon the payThe names and postoffice addresses ment was filed for record on tho
ment or tender to him of such apprais- of the incorporators and the number 11th day of March, A. D. 1914, at
ed value thereof, and the dividends of shares of stock subscribed
by each, 10:40 o'clock a. m., and was duly redue thereon, transfer and assign such the aggregate ot which is Ten Thou- corded in Book; 1 of Articles of Incorshare or shares of stock to said cor- sand ($10,000.00) Dollars, are as fol- poration, page 332; on this llth day
of March, A. D. 1914.
poration; provided, however, the said lows:
director shall not be obliged to take
Witness my hand and seal of office.
Nestor Hoffman, East Las Vegas,
such shares or stock at the appraised New Mexico! 49 $4,900.00.
LORENZO J)ELGADO,
value aforesaid, unless they ehall
Julia Hoffman, East Las Vegas, County Cleric and
Recorder,.
think ill for the interest of said comt- Newt Mexico; 1 $100.00.
By WE B. Stapp, Deputy.
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seventeenth
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The Friendship club will meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. Ensign,
716 Grand avenue.

THIS IS THE VERY FINEST

autoFor Sale Haynes
mobile, good as new, modern equip
ments. Phone Main 115 or 297. Adv,

Off

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, ajed
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,

This Price for this W eek Only

R

Assistant Deputy Assessor Charles
Stewart is indisposed and unable to
be at his desk in the Investment and
Agency corporation office. .....

i

Julia Ettinger, formerly em
at the Charles O'Malley elec
trical shop as a clerk, has entered the
employ of the Wells Fargo Express
company in the same capacity.
Miss
ployed

La

JAM

th

Adv.

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

I

'Al'IpTA

F. B. Hall

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

,

r

y

the

&t

:

St Patrick's dance

Z3

MONDAY,

MARCH

W.' C. T. U. will meet with
"
Rice at 511 Ninth .street

Dr. Alice

LOCAL NEWS
i

1
S2.95
recelf
re'
drand 1.50
70c
Brand
field 1n

61

The

'

CO.

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

niau-of-wa-

1879.

Published by
YKS OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Inoorported.)

'
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brass candlestick from the i
r
Guerriere capturw
frigate ConsUtutkm In th
1S12, ?S for a china can"
In Jeffeison Davis" ho"
$31 for ft outclass ZZZZZZZZZZZ
poet Whittier and
whale oil burn'
Lincoln in,

lib

LAS

A-

Reservations-Lar- ge

ssortmentfine colorings - unique
prices.

patterns-a- ll
'"' '

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing mWe appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts...

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
baker. It is a
good

na-

tural instinct.

And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that "even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself .

A slight reduction has been made

the clerical force at the local Santa Fe offices. Two clerks have been
removed, hut will be replaced by the
in

.

first of next month, according to the
information received. This is the first
cut that has taken place la theclerlcal
forces on the local division, although
the road has been, following a retrenchment policy for some time.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

James J. Davis, director general,
and, John J. Lentz, governor, high officials of the Moose order, are to go
through; Las iVegas Wednesday on
train No. 1, according to information
received here today. The officials

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
"

i i

1

,i

are said to be looking at sites visited
by the Moose committee which was
here last month to inspect prospective locations for the Moose national
sanatorium. It is likely the officials
will he invited to stop here.

i

r IE3 Hema of Ilia Desf of
Everlli!ng Eata

Tomorrow night at the Browne thea
ter the special program that has been
arranged by the: Catholic ladies will
be given. Thi3" program !ls in connection with the observance of St. Patrick's Day. Two vocal solos, by Misses Marie Meloney and Gladys Tralnor
and a dance and a song by the O'Malley twins, together with three reels
of motion pictures, are expected to
prove an excellent entertainment- - The
Catholic ladies expect a large attendance.

THE DREAD OF QUALITY

PURITAN

CREAM

A Trial Will

BREAD

Convince You

COMPLIMENTARY

iilE

Ml

GHAAF

the second floor to the roof,
assuring pure air at all times, no matter how large a crowd may gather In
the place. A beautiful front and lobby
are to be provided. Managers Hoffman end (Browne say they will install
the best,' picture' machine they can
purchase and will furnish excellent
film service.
tli rough

JO IE

TOEATEB

HEADY

HAYVARD CO.STORE

1

CI .FCIL

II

LAS
VEGAS AMUSEMENT
COMPANY TO HAVE A PLAYHOUSE
ON THE WEST SIDE
Managers Hoffman and Browne of
Las Vepas Amusement company
iiiniouiicfd today that they expected to
their new movie theater on the
'..L it rt adv for formal
openiris; on
111 The . in r is to te Ik
ilv
i t i" ! i
tipK d by
r
j
Th ou ' i

DOl'N I''ITII HIS FIST

SHOCK
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recorded by the seismograph at
Ft I " a J,i observatory here early today indicated an earthquake of 45
r n lev duiptlon at a distance of 0f,0 siules. Tlio.tliocks bcr,an at 2:36
5-
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until 3:15.
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"Calm as the Night"

Ctrl Boho

By
Miss Gladys

Trainor

accompanied by
Miss Bessie Cooley

's'Jttje. Sonj and Dance"
fUlkilil By the
O'Malley Twins""

Phone Main 43

TIT

0M0BSLE

LIVERY

unci.

REPAIRING

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
We

ALL MK AIR W0EI1
'

GUA1 ABJTEED-

',

-

LET US GIVEXYOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGASiM0T0RCAR GO.
T

J

FORMERLY

LASEGAS

FOSB SALES! COMPANY

HAY HAVE AUT01STAGE
SERVICE

TO, HOLFJAN

Let us help you
save some of the (Jok
lars you receive to-

GOVERNMENT CONTEMPLATES IN
OF A NEW MAIL
,
CARRYING SYSTEM
STAt-LATIO- N

Postmaster Fred O. Blood has been
by the postal authorities in
Washington that if suitable terms can
be made an automobile' mail carrying
system will be installed on the route
from Las Vegas to Hoi man. This route
is 42 miles in length. It runs from
here to Holman, via Los Alamos, Sapello, La Cueva and Mora. The trip
both ways is made daily. The roads
along the route are' in almost perfect
shape, and it is tfeiieved an automo
bile mail carrying line would be suc
cessful. In addition to the remuneration from the government, the carrier
could make good money transporting
passengers, it is believed. Mr. Blood
says he would like to hear from all
automobile owners wno would be willing to bid for the. mail carrying contract.

e

day.

informed

OUR LOW PRICES

"1.11

run m

WILL DO IT

twmtsm

w E WILL SELL YOU ONE ARTICLE OR FURN
ISH YOUR HOME COMPLETE FROM OURfCOM
PLETE STOCK ON OUR EASY PAYMENT
PLAN OF A FEW DOLLARS EACH MONTH
CHEAPER THAN RENT

a.

C. JOHNSHN (SSON,
Complete Heme Furnishers

$

TAFT SPEAKS AT MINNESOTA
Minneapolis, Minn., March 16 Dur

Bor the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT CUR SHOP

GUARANTEED

James M. Moyle, a lawyer of Salt
Lake City and twies the democratic
candidate for governor of Utah, 'has
formally announced his candidacy for
the United States senate, to succeed
'
Senator Smoot. ,

F01 ITS PEEFECTNESS
i

The Las "fVegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Fourteen candidates have signified
their intention of running for the various party nominations for governor
of Oregon In the May primary.
Br. Merlin Hull,

need-

-

NORMAL NOTES

1:;'""

;'

gpeake'of the
er house of the Wisconsin legislature,
low-

';

':::

dent, was indisposed last week and
unable to be at his office.
.......
The baseball teams are working"!
hard and are fast getting intcf' shape J.
for the coming season.

The committee forchoowiag the comhas announced his candidaoy for the
positions that are to be placed' in comrepublican nomination for governor.
petition for The Optio cup met Satur- CCCIABA. PEOPLE TO
"
day and selected those considered
good enough to print
ite Philomathean society met Wednesday morning. 'After ftfed' regular
business was transacted 2 a program ROAD BOARD'S VISIT TO THAT
LOCALITY YESTERDAY DOES
was given, which was enjoyed by all.
A GREAT GOOD
The Trlgonian boys went on a Tilke
Saturday to Romeroville canyon; ..SevThe county road commission yesern good snapshots were obtained and
made a trip to Rociada, where
terday
a pleasant day was spent by all.
met
it
with the road booster of that
The next issue of the Trlgonian
News is due Friday. This week's pa- part of the county, with the idea of
more good highway enper is to be better by far than the stirring up
V v
thusiasm. The meeting was a suc"
.
last issue.
'
Last Monday was registration ilay. cess, and all the resisents of Rociada.
and the adjoining towns were interestMany of the old students did not reed in the good road movement.
turn and many new ones registered.
i.Those fft'Iio made the trip from this
On an average the enrollment is about
were Fidel Ortiz and J. H. York
city
'nniiiiii.miiuMi
the same as it was last term.
of th county commission, and G. H.
The cast of the play "Bills" is work-in- g Hunker
;;:EivE
counts
and Mayor R. J. Tanpert of
hard and soon will have the play the road board. The
meeting at Rociin first class shape for presentation.
There is Safety in a good
ada was attended by fully 250 people,
There are three characters in the who
Watch, but there is Danger
gladly volunteered to push the
in one that does not keep
are played by Frank good road movement to the. best poscomedy,
H. II. Roberts, Jr., Frank Landau and sible
accurate time. We stake our
advantage.
Miss Gladys Carroon.
reputation every watch that
The roads in tht section of the
of
our store,
The Trigonian society met Wednes- county have been in need of
goes out
repair
day and elected officers for the com for some time and after considering
Regardless of Price
ing term. All of the old ofneers with The matter the road commission defile exception of the treasurer were,cldcd to put the proposition of better
Roy Tbomason was elect- road3 up to the people. Yesterday's
&
it; 4
ed treasurer in place of Howard Pe- meeting shorn that the Roeiada peo-piare equally as much interested in
tersen, who has withdrawn from
school.
pood roads are arc- - the people of any
In- - Frank II. H. Roberts, our pre.si- - other
part of the county.

irjFnovEjiisnrAYs
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Vocal Solo
'Somebody Loves you Dear''

1

By
Miss Marie Maloney

accompanied by
Miss Cooley

vol

:.

:

Also

TfiREE REELS OF
MOVING PICTURES

-- At

Browne

Those desiring work done
will please call on or phone
Lm Vegas Transfer Co.

At

Vocal Solo

CLEAF3ZNG--

323 Sixth Street

r The

Program

CESSPOOL

A. W. Patterson,

A

ing the present week former Presi
dent Wlliam H. Taft is to deliver a
OF GREAT VALUE series of five addresses before the
law school of the University of Min
nesota. Trust legislation will be the
Mr. Taft
FRANK SPRINGER SAYS IT WILL subject of the addresses.
has accepted an invitation to be guest
BE OF BENEFIT TO EVERY
of honor and principal speaker at
READER
the annual baquet of the Minnesota
The following letter was reeived, by Bar association to be held tomorrow
Colonel R. E. TwitcheJJ- from Frank night in St. Paul.
Springer In praise of his recent work,
John T. Wayland, assistant
of the United States
senate, aspires to the democratic nom
ination for the United States senate,
to succeed Senator Bristow.
ST. PATRICK'S DAY

OARCII 17,
VAILT

AN EARTHQUAKE

1h

RECITAL

This evening at 8:30 o'clock at the
auditorium of the New Mexico Normal
University, will occur the complimentary recital given by Mrs. Adolphine
Kohn, pianist; Mrs. Augusta F. O'Malley, violinist; Mrs. Marie P. Choate,
vocalist, and Mrs. Phebe J. Landau,
reader. This recital is free to the
public and all are Invited to attend.
An excellent program has been arranged and the numbers have been
hoeen from the best compositions in
the world of music.

the compilation and translation 3f the
Spanish archives, which has been completed and placed at the disposal of

uiuV

KOCHS SUFFRAGETTE

!

Direct from the Indian

1914.

Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. A cordial .'invitation is extended to all ladles who the public.
are interested in temperance Work. '
"Smithsonian Institution,
"United States National Museum,
PATH E FILM COMlNQ
"Washington, D. C.
A week from next Friday night the "Colonel R. .E. Twitchell,
"East Las Vegas, N. M.
picture of the Montezuma hotel taken
here by Ben Struckman, representaTwitchell: I
"My Dear Colonel
tive for the Pathe Film Weekly com have received the second volume of
pany, will be shown in Las Vegas. your Spanish. Archives. For this new
This announcement was made today contribution to the sources of history
by the managers of the Laa Vegas of isociology and jurisprudence in New
Mexico you are entitled to the thanks
Amusement company.
This shows the quick action of the of every thoughtful citizen of the
Pathe people In their work. The pic- state. Only those who, like myself,
ture was taken In Laa Vegas nearly had' to dig' out of the confused mass
three weeks ago and is now released of originals the things we needed in
for the public. The lithographed fold- our particular cases, can appreciate
er announcing the Las Vegas scene the time, labor and ekill required to
accumulate and intelligently present
reads as follows:
"Las Vegas, N. M. High on the the vast store of information, containbeautiful hills here, the Order ' of ed in those volumes. It would never
Moose plans to ibuild the largest sani- have been one for the money there
tarium in the ytmiA to help their Is in it
"Only an enthusiast like you, who
white plague sufferers back to heatlh.r
Doubtless the picture will be inter- loved the work for its own sake, could
esting, as it will show the entire ho- havei accomplished it. With best
tel and some of the ' surroundings, wishes, I am,
"Vry sincerely yours,
which are beautiful.
"FRANK SPRINGER."

Yesterday morning Mrs. Jose Felix
Esquibel died on the West side at the
age of about 44 years. She Is the ENGLISH PRISON OFFICIAL DE
FENDS HIMSELF AGAINST
wife of a prominent merchant of San
HORSEWHIPPER
Geronimo, and hair'been ill in Las' v4 i
'''"Ni
nAi-l,Pf Vrt nail
'Glasgow, Scotland, March 16. Dr.
James Devon, prison commissioner
young people, chaperoned by Air. and for Scotland, when attacked today by
Mrs. S. B. Rolirer, will enjoy a steak an irate militant suffragette armed
fry on" one of the J. D. Hand lakes with a dog whip took "the law In his
north of Las Vegas. The party is be own hands and knocked; his assailant
'
ing, given in honor of Cecil Boucher down withi a well aimed left hand
blow.
who is to leave soon for the east.
The woman, whose identity was not
Robert Rasper, the well known cor learned, met the commissioner at
net artist, has purchased a new cor the entrance to the Duke street prison
net. This instrument is considered and belabored him over the head and
one of the best of American makes shoulders with her whip. Mr. Devon,
and Is one! of the best models. Doubt who is an advocate of forcrble feeding
less people residing near Mr. Rasper's and is bitterly opposed to what he'
home will enjoy considerable music in considers the farcical release of suffragettes because they are suffering
the future.
from their own,, ''hunger strikes,"
I. W. Lively-- formerly secretary of promptly knocked her down. .The
the People's Bank and Trust company woman was picked up by a policeman
here,- - has been selected to serve in and placed under arrest, but Dr. Devon
the same capacity for the Santa Fe refused to prosecute her and she was
Bank and Trust company, a corpora- released.
tion recently organized in the capital.
Mr. Lively is now in Santa Fe. He
resigned his position here several TWITCHELL'S WORK
months ago.
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